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Face The Fiction Presents

Matthew Kressel
Saturday, September 13, 2008, 7pm & 8p
Panera Bread Community Room
Panera Bread Restaurant
Ramsey, NJ 07446
201-236.6300
Event Name: Face The Fiction
Guest Speaker: Matthew Kressel
The SFSNNJ proudly announces our guest speaker for the September 2008 Face The Fiction:
writer/editor/publisher, Matthew Kressel. Face The Fiction is the SFSNNJ's monthly general meeting, which
occurs on the second Saturday of each month. This meeting will be held on Saturday, September 13 at
Panera’s, 1300 Rt. 17 North, Ramsey, New Jersey, 07446, 201.236.6300. Mr. Kressel’s presentation will begin
promptly at 8pm. For directions to the meeting, click here: www.paneranj.com.

Matthew is a member of the Altered Fluid writing group where for several years he has been perfecting his craft
with a close-knit group of talented writers. In March of 2008, he took over for Gavin Grant as co-host of the KGB
Fantastic Fiction reading series with Ellen Datlow. And while (always) working on the next issue of Sybil's
Garage, he is creating a batch of new short stories he hopes you will see in print soon.
Fiction
Story Title

Publication

Date of
Publication

"The Bricks of Gelecek"

Naked City: New Tales of Urban
Fantasy

Forthcoming

"The Spaces Between Things"

Electric Velocipede

Forthcoming

"The Sembla (Spasmodica Plasticosa)"

A Field Guide to Surreal Botany

Forthcoming

"The Writing's on the Wall"

Farrago's Wainscot

January 2008

"Marie and the Mathematicians"

Andromeda Spaceways #26

November 2006

"Dreams in the Dark Room"

Dred Tales

January 2006

"The Many Faces of Lisa Adorn"

Abyss & Apex

July 2005

"The Thing In The Refrigerator That Could Stop
Time"

Apex Science Fiction & Horror Digest June 2005

"Mortar"

Alien Skin Magazine

December 2004

"The Crowded Room"

Sybil's Garage No. 1

May 2004
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June Meeting Recap
That's Science Fiction! – Tuesday, August 5
Moderators: Aubrey Ward, Chris Hasselkus
Title: Happiness of the Katakuris by Takashi Miike
Recap by: Aubrey Ward
The SFSNNJ kicked off its International SF month with Takashi Miike's "Happiness of the Katakuris".
The movie is mostly about the Katakuri family working together to run a successful guest house in the gorgeous scenery of the
mountains. When guests start arriving there is much joy and merriment. Those hopes are quickly dashed when one guest after
another kicks the bucket. The Katakuris must find a way to hide this terrible secret from the public to keep their White Lover's
Guest House from going bust.
What makes the flick so bizarre ain't the death tally. Nope. "Kataturis" is told partly through song and dance numbers. One
memorable scene involves the Katakuri clan discovering a guest has committed suicide by stabbing himself with a key ring
ornament. The family frantically think of what to do while dancing and singing around the corpse.
Mike Piazza made a good observation that "Katakuris" is a bit similar to the style of "Little Shop of Horrors" where ordinary
joes end up in extraordinary circumstances and use music and jazz hands to express themselves.
Definitely a film to check out if you like off beat campy stuff, are an avid asian film enthusiast, or a Miike follower. Along thing is
that the DVD seems to be out of print at the moment. Hopefully, it will be rereleased in the near future. Until then you can try
renting it or buying a used copy from a reliable online seller.
It seemed all in attendance enjoyed this wacky tale from our neighbors in Japan. A really fantastic start to our month of saluting
freaky sci-fi and tripped out horror from around the globe.

Face The Fiction - Saturday, August 9
Moderator: Ann-Marie Brown; Co-moderator Steve Spinosa
Guest Speaker: Dave White
Recap by: Steve Spinosa, Ann-Marie
Dave was a lot of fun, as was the meeting. Of course, Aubrey hogged the conversation when it was discovered that Dave is a
BIG comic book fan - lol! Aubrey is going to have to fill in the comic book information because the two of them were talking fast
and furious, even Thom Purdy jumped in. I can tell you one thing - do not get Dave started on the awful travesty of the Spider
Man storyline - he is not a fan of what they've done, at all (we have a few of those in the group, much commiseration).
Seriously, we all had a lot of fun with our guest. He was refreshing and seemed to enjoy sharing his likes, thoughts and views.
He not only talked about his books, When One Man Dies & The Evil That Men Do, but talked about his comic book addiction,
role as 8th grade teacher, influences, moods while writing, settings while writing, baseball, Sherlock Holmes and so much more.
He talked about his books being very Jersey - set in New Jersey, etc. If you're from Jersey, you'll know the locations. He talked
about his mystery influences (like me, he is "not sure" about Robert Downey, Jr. as Sherlock Holmes. He's "willing to give it a
shot, but".....(he said this with chagrin). I myself see Daniel Day Lewis in that role - tall, lanky, kinda snooty looking when
necessary. Come on, people, doesn't anyone else see this?!). People kept tossing out mystery authors, and Dave told us who he
had read and those he didn't think he'd like. He likes "character" driven stories and is not a fan of shows/stories like CSI.
I asked if he was going to stick with mystery. He said, "Yes, for now." But, he did say he wanted to write a ghost story, and a
western. The group decided that he should combine all three elements - a Western mystery ghost story. He told us he'd give us
the acknowledgment when the story comes out. I placed a request for October....no pressure.
He had some very funny stories about his writing experiences (the whole "ex" thing putting him the correct frame of mind), getting
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embarrassed about sex scenes when his students read his books, having to face the "did you write about me" question when
school starts, not wanting to pay for Internet at B&N, and his storyline for Batman for DC comics (he would like to write a comic
book story line - did I mention he was a fan?).
Thom asked about the curriculum he has to teach and how he adds books to it or if he can add books. Dave said he does have a
curriculum, but that he tries to bring in others works by making them relate to the topic. This way, the students get the classics
and/or required reading, but also get more contemporary selections. He feels it's good as long as kids are reading, within a
reasonable limit. He talked about his upcoming book, The Dark Knight and several other fun topics, then wrapped up to sign
books for us. He was a great guest and a lot of fun. (Ann-Marie)
The Whispers From Beyond portion of the program opened with your humble co-moderator (Steve Spinosa) reading an excerpt
from "The Garden of Forked Paths”, a detective/fantasy story from the pen of South American author Jorge Luis Borges (reflecting
our theme this month: International SF/Fantasy). We then had a relaxed chat for a while, and then I read the prologue of our guest
speaker's newest book, The Evil that Men Do (Thom Purdy and I both recited the quote from William Shakespeare AT THE SAME
TIME!!!) I asked if anybody had anything they
wanted to read and Thom read from the back of his Listerine breathe mints...lol!
We then continued chatting until 8:01,and then I started the meeting and introduced the "totally awesome" Dave White. Dave
started by explaining that that reference (which I took from his blog), came from the CBS comedy "How I Met Your Mother"(which
features Neal Patrick Harris, formerly "Doogie Howser" and OUR Willow from Buffy, Alyson
Hannigan), in which the characters say the phrase "totally awesome" a multitude of times (Dave added that his own friends refer
to him as "totally awesome”, which is why he took it down from his blog recently).
He then continued to talk about his "Jackson Donne" short stories & novels, which have a lot of Jersey references in them (he
revealed that the current Clifton school stadium was formerly a dog-racing track in the thirties, which is mentioned in the prologue
of his current book). He also said that he's working on a third novel, which has Jackson
down after breaking up with his girlfriend (Dave admitted that he was inspired by his OWN ex-girlfriend, which puts him in the kind
of mood to write the story...BAD!). He explained that he usually works either at home with either the ballgame on or listening to
Pearl Jam on his iPod, or at the Barnes & Noble store in Clifton (where he's not distracted
by the Internet). He said that his biggest influences as a kid were reading novels from the Sherlock Holmes, James Bond & Hardy
Boys series. He said that the children in his class want to read his books, but he tells them to ask their parents first, because he's
a little nervous about his 8th graders reading a sexy or overly violent scene (he also
mentioned the fact that one of characters in The Evil That Men Do is based on one of his kids, and that when school starts next
month, they’ll be asking him,"Oh Mr.White, is it me, Mr. White?"...Paul D. suggested he say "all of you and none of you").
We also talked about comics, The Dark Knight movie, what reading he assigns in school and other sundry topics before wrapping
up. We cleaned up while he was signing some copies of his books, then a number of us headed over to the Stateline Diner for
more conversation about the Dark Knight, Mystic Seaport in Connecticut, Disney World versus Disneyland, and other fun stuff.
(Steve)

Suspense Central –Monday, August 11
Moderator: Aurelia Long
Title: Snake Agent: A Detective Inspector Chen Novel by Liz Williams
Recap by: Aubrey Ward
This month's Suspense Central put the spotlight on "Snake Agent" by Liz Williams. The story takes place in China (Singapore
to be exact) so it was great pick for our International Month. Gee, seems like we've been consorting with Hell and demons so
much this year we could probably create our own Maps To The Stars In Hell with our eyes closed. Is anyone else walking around
with an urge to carry a pitchfork?
Anywho, we met at the Panera's on Route 4 West. What a relief to have a meeting place with such ample parking. Many thanks to
Miss Aurelia for making that happen (and hopefully repeating that same miracle in the months to come).
As always I just don't know where to begin. Let's start with the story itself, which focuses on a missing person's case that lands in
Inspector Chen's lap. Is it because Chen is with the Missing Persons Division?
Nope. Ya see, Mr. Chen is kinda like a shaman officer that deals with the cases of the supernatural and otherworldly. His patron
deity is Kuan Yi (aka The Compassionate and Merciful, She Who Hears The Cries of Her People). This case is about the missing
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ghost of Pearl Tang. Mrs. Tang, Pearl's mama, is distraught over a photo she received of her specter daughter roaming around
when she is supposed to be plucking the harp in the heavenly realms. Chen looks at the photo and the scenery behind Ghost
Pearl and comes to a startling realization: Little Girl Pearl is in Hell! So now Chen has to find out how Pearl's spirit ended up
vacationing by the Lake of Fire.
Meanwhile, Seneschal (officer) Zhu Irzh is commissioned by one of the Banking Lords of the Ministry of Wealth to check up on a
Mr. H'suen Tang. The Banking Lord has discovered that his faithful follower is conspiring with another ministry against Wealth.
This information was passed to him by Pearl Tang's ghost. Yep, Mr. Tang's own daughter. So, Zhu Irzh is charged with finding the
spirit of Pearl and to discover which ministry H'suen is in league with.
With both inspectors searching for the same ghost it's only a matter of time before the two encounter each other. They realize that
teaming up will get them to Pearl a lot quicker and they do and they find out that there's a lot more behind Pearl's relocation than
just shifty paperwork.
Back on Earth, Inari, Chen's demon wife, is attacked by a demon hunter. She runs away only to be captured by some creepy
monster and is dragged to Hell. Well, dragged 'back' to Hell actually. She ran away from an arranged marriage and eloped with
Chen. If Hell is good for anything it's holding grudges.
The big reveal is something so huge on a planetary scale that it will rock Hell, Heaven and Earth simultaneously and all major
networks and their affiliates!
For a little over 300 pages there was a lot of information crammed into this Inspector Chen tale, which meant there was plenty to
chat about in that Panera's room.
Liz Williams' depiction of Hell reminded me of Jackie Kessler's interpretation. Oh sure we have the fire and brimstone but demons
aren't just running around willy-nilly. There is an order and law to things. In "Snake Agent" there are Ministries of Lust, Wealth,
Epidemics, and War. There is the main level of Hell where demons live very similarly to the humans above where they shop and
pay rent and work. Then there are the lower levels which are really, really barren and unpleasant. The lower levels also serve as
afterlife for dispatched demons so even they shiver when they think about their carcasses being tossed into the basement of
basements. Spirits have to go through a lengthy internment process, which involves a lot of paperwork and a lot of waiting.
I was especially smitten with a devilish character called The Alchemist. A freaky figure with an ugly smile and a love of rending
flesh from bone. Most of the ladies were charmed by Zhu Irzh but then he is a descendent of the Lust family so no surprise there.
This spicy Seneschal was quite the swashbuckler in a scene where he risks life and coat to save a captive Inari from her pus filled
ex-fiancé. Yeah, it's a running gag that the fashion conscious demon loses quite a bit of wardrobe during this adventure.
The goddess Kuan Yi was a major point of talk. Aurelia and Chris were more than happy to read the passages of the scene
where Chen and Zhu Irzh are trapped in the goddess' temple and use her hefty jade idol to smash the doors down. The book
describes Kuan Yi as very cool and calm even when angered. So imagine Kuan Yi rebuking her servant in the manner of Mrs.
Butterworth ("Oh my stars, but you've burned down my temple and used my sacred image as a battering ram. I'm so sorry, my
faithful and beloved follower but I will just have to teach you a lesson by decorating Hell with your lower intestines and wearing
your jawbone as a tiara. 'giggle, giggle').
Then there was Chen's reputation around Singapore Three. Imagine Chen walking down the street and everyone hustling to the
other side. Or going to the precinct and all his fellow officers avoiding him like the plague. Todd (rocking a style obviously inspired
from Marlon Brando's turn as Dr. Moreau) mentioned that Chen had a few allies on the force such as Captain Sung who isn't a big
fan of ghosts and goddesses but he respects the special work that Chen does. Chen also gets some aid from demon hunter No
Ro Shi and Sergeant Ma.
Oh, that Ma! The room was ablaze with chuckles as we recalled poor Ma who didn't want anything to do with the guy that has
visited Hell on more than one occasion. Of course, that means he's forced to work with Chen. And then later on Mr. Ma is forced
to work with No Ro Shi. Miserable for Ma, but highly pleasurable and amusing for us readers.
We took a look at Inari, Chen's wife. She ran away from Hell to escape a marriage from Dao Yi of the Epidemics Ministry. Inari
stays with Chen on his houseboat with her familiar (a badger that can morph into a tea kettle). She goes out rarely because
walking on the earth burns her feet and to avoid being spotted by any demon agent that would earn big points by reeling her back
in.
Inari gains more and more backbone as the story progresses. There's a part of the story where a mysterious being named Fan
helps Inari escape the w'uei (terrifying bounty hunters of Hell) by fleeing through the lower levels. During this period Inari learns
some surprising things about herself and discovers a strength she didn't think she had. Kathleen made a spectacular theory that
Inari's hell trek might have been a way to purge the demon out of Inari, which would leave her completely human and able to live
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normally on Earth with Chen. Is that what happened? You'll have to read to find out, mwah ha ha ha.
We all had our ideas about Inari's tour guide. Even Inari knew that someone in Hell actually wanting to help her was totally bizarre
and kinda suspect. But to go into detail about Fan would be a major spoiler so moving on...
One of the early big breaks of the Pearl Tang case was the discovery that the ghosts of young females were being taken to
brothels in Hell. Akin to the selling of underage girls into prostitution. We looked to Mr. Chris to explain his experiences in real life
bordellos... .ha ha ha, just kidding. I mean I really did ask him that but it was all in jest. Another memorable moment I had to put
on record. Yeah. um, look for Chris' expose on "ho-houses" from Random House this fall, tee hee hee.
Chris wasn't the only subject of ridicule. Poor Anne Marie was publicly shamed for not reading the prologue to "Snake Agent"
(and vigorously defended her reading practices all the way to the parking lot!). And then I was chastised for not saying what type
of a certain blood filled a certain pool in a certain part of the story. Apparently, some people think that because I can read steamy
scenes aloud from a novel about demon-infested islands I just blather any offensive and vulgar thing without a thought. I mean,
me? Angelic face, cutie pie me? So very hard to believe, right? I mean, I regularly buy cookies from the Girl Scouts. I'm practically
the black male version of Kuan Yi.
Okay, you don't have to laugh THAT loudly.
Then came a really startling observation from Miss Aurelia herself. Y'know how the rich on Earth use coats made out of certain
animal skins to indicate their status? Same in Hell except instead of mink and fox the elitist demons drape themselves in coats
made of human skin and hair.
Aurelia pinpointed a section of the book that indicated that European skinned coats were a tad more favored than a coat of, say,
an African Nubian coat. Todd tried to calm Aurelia down but assuring her it wasn't a racial thing but a quality thing. Though it's
true black don't crack Anne Marie made a good point that black can get ashy which means more work because you gotta keep
the coat lotioned up in the winter time. Kinda like suede, y'know? Then we got into a whole thing about how skin tones are
perceived in various cultures. Aurelia said she was really fired up enough to write Ms. Williams but I cautioned her that the author
is a practicing witch and probably knows how to cast hexes.
Gosh, I hope I covered everything. It was such a rich and fulfilling and hilarious discussion. One of those really amazing ones that
we'll be gabbing about for the next day or so. In the end we all agreed that "Snake Agent" was a hit and definitely one to share
with a friend. Liz Williams earns the gold star for this one.

Drawing A Crowd – Wednesday, August 13
Topic: International Comics/graphics
Recap by: Todd Ehrenfels
Otherwise known as Drawing a Crowd, International Month Recap!
Wednesday Night was a fun and exciting time at New Moon Comics in Little Falls as a select group met to discuss Comics around
the world, International Super Heroes and Teams, and the state of the arts in places outside of the US. The discussion started
with Wolverine, who was determined to be an international hero because he comes from Canada (which is apparently still outside
the USA for some inexplicable reason). Talks at the table ranged the gamut from Colossus to Silver Samurai, Alpha Flight,
Captain Britain, the Nightcrawler, Storm, Black Panther, the Red Guardian, Red Star, Red Son (a DC Elseworlds saga), Gone
with the Blast Wave, Bigger Than Cheeses, Black Widow, Baron Zimo, and much more. Some of the highlights were:
Red Son/Uberman: Our good friend Steve Ruben brought up the SNL skit Uberman! and that launched Craig and Barry into an indepth discussion of the Elseworlds series entitled Red Son. This series posits the idea that Kal'el crashed in the USSR instead of
the USA, and grew to become a paragon of Sovietist virtue under the tutelage of Joseph Stalin. Batman was a Capitalist Black
Marketeer and foreign entrepreneur (if memory serves), and Wonder Woman was another servant of the Soviet State. It was an
interesting discussion of a foreign setting with familiar characters.
The Red Guardian: The Soviet answer to Captain America! They fought each other to a standstill, and Red Guardian (the
original) eventually allowed himself to be sacrificed to save Captain America out of respect for his courage. The replacement Red
Guardian was a lady.
The Black Widow: Mike Piazza brought up what I am guessing is a personal favorite of his, and explained the Ballerina Super-Spy
to the rest of us. It seems like a really cool character concept and kind of reminded me of the female protagonist in the Bond film
"The Living Daylights" (Which is my second favorite Bond film behind OHMSS and slightly ahead of the new Casino Royale).
Baron Zimo and Red Skull: Two WWII villains who battled Captain America during the war. Both were interesting in their comicopera style. II loved Barry and Mike wondering aloud about Zimo's strange furry shoulder pads. . you had to be there.
Astro Boy: Chris Hasselkus brought up this classic of Japanese Manga and Anime for the group's discussion, and we discussed
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much of the show from the 1950's (which is currently airing on the Cartoon Network if I am not mistaken).
There was a whole lot more going on and being discussed (the incredible disappearing/ reappearing Barry was a hot topic), and
we all had fun. Join us next month as we discuss Independant Comics & Webcomics. The recommended reading is Atomic
Robo Volume 1!

Tripping The Write Fantastic – Tuesday, August 19
Moderator: Todd Ehrenfels
Author: Sergei Lukyanenko
Recommended Title: Nightwatch, DayWatch, TwilightWatch
Recap by: Todd Ehrenfels
The group met for a fun night of discussion of Kazakh author Sergei Lukyanenko. As always, we started off with a reading of the
author's biography and a brief description of his works. The discussion was quickly derailed as several people noted that
although the moderator had printouts, but had neglected to bring handouts. Curses and imprecations were leveled upon the head
of the moderator (some of the attendees may really be Others in disguise). Luckily, book-savvy Liz Belisle and movie-wise Craig
Hatler had experience with the author (Liz having read Nightwatch and Craig having seen both Nightwatch and Daywatch) and
were able to wrench the discussion back on track.
Brian Keveney actually wrestled us on track with a great question about the author's origins and nationality. Born in Kazakhstan
SSR during the Soviet era, Lukyanenko considers himself more Russian than Kazakh (he lives in Moscow with his wife, children,
and two Yorkies). Brian also wanted to know some information about the subject matter of the Watch series (which are the only
books presently translated to English). What followed was almost 2 hours of non-stop dialog between Liz, Craig, Aurelia, Brian,
Ana, Gene, Bill, Chris, and I in which we detailed the stories and the ideas of the books. It was amazing!
Liz and I talked a lot about the three stories in Nightwatch, and the really interesting characters and situations contained there in.
It was great to hear her perspective and her statement in review was: "It wasn't one of my favorites, but I would read more of
these books. I liked the characters, and he did a good job of moving the story along." We talked a lot about Anton Gorodetsky
and his merry band of Others, the Treaty between the Light Others and Dark Others, and the various Nightwatch and Daywatch
personnel in the stories. We also determined that whatever Olga did to end up turned into an Owl; we are almost better off not
knowing the details (although you do find out later in the series).
Craig and I then moved the discussion into the realm of the Bekmambetov films (Nightwatch and Daywatch). While the universe
of the Watch series is full of mysticism and magic, these are things that Bekmambetov did not like so much, and determined to
tone them down in the films (though there was still a lot of weird mystical stuff in there). The two films pretty well encapsulate the
first book's three stories, and the third film will likely bring out a nice conclusion. One comment that we both made about the films
is that it is really important to watch them subtitled first as the director does some really cool effects with the subtitling that really
helps set the scene.
Aurelia kept the discussion going with questions about the Vampires, and the roles of the Night and Day Watches in the world
(yes, the stories are global, not just set in Russia). It was cool watching folks who would never have gotten exposed to this author
take such an enthusiastic pleasure in discussing him. This was a great commentary on the whole International Month Theme,
and I thought that the cultural diversity that we took up with these events was really pretty great! Oh, and Bill got up before we
could tell the end, as usual.
Next month we discuss Editor of short story collections Gardner Dozois, who (according to Bill Wagner) may be a menace to fruit
vending machines! Interested? Come find out why! (By which I mean why he is a menace to fruit machines, not why you are
interested)

Films to Come - Wednesday, August 20
Moderator: Barry Weinberger
Recap by: Ann-Marie
Once again our courageous moderator led us through a delightful evening of movies and mayhem. He even
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managed to keep a lid on what we know can be a rambunctious group, to get through July, August and September
(and, in the last dwindling minutes, threw in the books he'd gathered). Whew! Impressive.
The pre-meeting dinner group arrived from a great dinner at New York Steakhouse, to find Todd, Peter, Dave,
Aubrey and Mike P waiting. Barry gathered up materials, we sat attentively while he did so (OK, not quite attentively,
but we were sitting). Peter announced that he brought "mangled posters of movies no one cares about." Not quite
true - mangled yes, but that Mamma Mia poster will be framed in Chris' house for sure.
The meeting opened with Barry handing out the movie lists he'd compiled. As has become the routine, he began by
recapping the movies to date the attendees had seen since our last meeting. First up was X-Files. Barry, Peter and
Todd were all disappointed, while Aubrey enjoyed Scully's storyline. This is the very reason Barry does this - it's
interesting to see the differing opinions and takes on movies. A quick synopsis of July followed with Hancock, Dark
Knight, Kitt Kittredge (Peter and I didn't think we'd get past Kitt Kittredge, so, of course, Barry had to get through the
entire list.... deliberate much), Mamma Mia, Journey to the Center of the Earth (Brian Keveney summed this one up
succinctly - "It sucked!" Precise, direct, concise - well done, Brian, well done), Hellboy and a few others.
Undaunted by our July behavior, Barry continued on to August. Pineapple Express and Tropic Thunder started the
month. Gene saw both and liked both. The Mummy: The Tomb of the Dragon Emperor received not one rousing
endorsement. Gene said it was horrible. Barry has not seen it, but is not a fan of the franchise. Todd had this to
say, "Maria Bello is dreadful." Peter agreed with this and went through a list of movies with Bello and he didn't like
any of them. We knew it was coming, he had to do it, he can't help it, just when we thought we were safe, he threw
in a masters of Horror plug - the obligatory, shameless plug! Brad Anderson, live in fear, the attendees of Films to
Come will be at your door. We'll show you what happens to people who make Masters of Horror episodes so Barry
can talk about you! Following this was the dreaded, reviled and debated The Clone Wars. Here's an idea of how
that discussion went - Barry: "I paid $5 Monday night." Todd: "Too much." Do not get Todd going on that can of
worms.... you’ve been warned. Next, the film that duped Barry, Hell Ride (this seemed to be his hot button). Fly Me
To the Moon - horrible. Mirrors, a Korean remake of Into the Mirrors - beyond horrible.
September was next. The delay of the Harry Potter movie was discussed. Burn After Reading, Eagle Eye, Ghost
Town, Igor, and many others were tossed out. Barry, resolute till the end, then quickly talked about the books he'd
brought to the table - one was a cool pop-up Hitchcock book, Rue Morgue magazine, and a few others.
We quickly put everything away and got out of the store before they locked us in. A group of us then headed to the
diner to continue the night. Conversation covered topics from horror movies to TV shows to fears (gnarled leaves....
LMAO...you had to be there).

Modern Masters – Friday, August 22
Moderator: Todd Ehrenfels
Title: The Demon & the City: A Detective Inspector Chen Novel by Liz Williams
Recap by: Ann-Marie
Modern Masters met at Panera's to discuss The Demon and the City: A Detective Chen Novel by Liz Williams on Friday,
8/22/08. It was an extremely fun meeting, and once again, the majority had read the book and gave it thumbs up.
The Demon and the City is the sequel to Snake Agent, the selection for Suspense Central earlier this month. The books follow
Detective inspector Wei Chen, Paranormal crime investigator, as he solves supernatural/paranormal crimes in a future
Singaporean franchise city. Joining Det. Chen is the Demon Zhu Irzh. Zhu Irzh is a detective inspector and vice-squad specialist,
sent from a hell dimension to assist Chen (Zhu Irzh is being punished). An unlikely bond develops between Chen and Zhu Irzh,
and the two characters compliment each other nicely.
This time out, Chen is on vacation in Hawaii (which led Aurelia to wonder how Chen's wife, also a demon, got through airport
security). Zhu Irzh is left to handle the crimes and watch over Chen's houseboat. Zhu Irzh stumbles on a tricky case involving the
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apparently demonic murder of a beautiful young woman, Deveth Sardai. The trail leads to the heiress of the powerful Paugeng
Corporation. Zhu Irzh feels inexplicably drawn to this ruthless but very human woman, or is she? Mayhem ensues - the readers
who liked Zhu Irzh in the first book liked him even more this time, the teapot is back (to everyone's delight), messing with deities,
designer drugs, faceless corpses, and that's just the beginning. Chen's return to sort things out only complicates matters (Chris
read a very funny scene where teapot snitches on Zhu Irzh and his 'use' of Chen's houseboat). The pair tracks suspects,
including a demon the corporation has been harboring for experimental purposes (Mhara) and a celestial goddess whose unlikely
alliance with hell threatens to rain chaos down on the earthbound.
The only problem the readers had with the story was that there was a little too much going on. It was confusing trying to keep
track of the characters, who/what each character was, what storyline they fit into. As in Snake Agent, Williams does a good job of
not dropping characters. Each character is fleshed out, explained and given an ending. Williams does a great job of
fusing Chinese mythology, paranormal high jinks, and satisfyingly suspenseful sleuthing.
Aurelia disliked a central character, Robin, a lot! She was rather 'insipid.' Zhu Irzh remained a favorite, as did the teapot/badger.
Liz felt evil drug empire lady didn't get her just desserts, Chris was happy with his Mamma Mia posters, Aurelia didn't like Robin,
Gene wondered about hell, Taras infected us, Jo was being disruptive while Kathleen pretended to not know her. Barry brought
up the concept of demons having jobs and passing as regular people thathas been used in various other story lines (i.e. Buffy).
We finished up at Panera's and headed over to the diner.

Themes Of The Fantastic – Tuesday, August 26
Moderators: Bill Wagner & Steve Spinosa
Topic: International SF & Fantasy
Recap by: Steve Spinosa
The evening started off inauspiciously when Jim let me off at Tomo's Cuisine in Little Falls and we discovered that the restaurant
was closed and would NOT be reopening until September 17th. After failing to get online at the Internet cafe down the street (so I
could email the group), It was decided that I would stay at Tomo's until 7:00(in case
anyone showed up), and then head over to New Moon Comics. Grand Duke Taras showed up about ten minutes later and made
two postings on the chat site from his magic Blackberry. . lol...then we went over to the Sunset Diner for dinner, where Master
Barry joined us.
Taras and I arrived at New Moon Comics and I started the meeting shortly thereafter to discuss International SF/Fantasy. Master
"Bjorn" started us off by mentioning J.K. Rowling's "Harry Potter" series, calling it an
"International" phenomenon. Master Craig then countered with the Jewish /Hebrew legend of the Golem, as well as British
screenwriter Chris Priest (The Prestige). Other authors/works that were mentioned include: the French filmmaker Melies' A Trip To
The Moon (our "birthday girl" Ann-Marie), Irish author Bram Stoker's Dracula (Kathy H), Polish author Michael Ende/The Never
Ending Story (Jo), Russian author Sergei Lukyanenko's Nightwatch (featured at this month's Author Group-Ann Marie) & Polish
author Andrei Sapkowski's "The Watcher" fantasy series (Jo, who had a hand-out on Polish SF/Fantasy authors).
Grand Duke Taras mentioned another Russian author Boris Strugatski, then Steve Rubin discussed Frederick Pohl's "The Wizard
of Pung's Corner", which was translated into Chinese, as well as German author Perry Rodan.
Taras also mentioned A. Bertram Chandler (from Australia) and two Canadians of distinction, Robert Sawyer & A.E. Van Vogt.
Kathy got in Umberto Eco (Italian author of The Name of The Rose), & Big Gene mentioned German author Franz Kafka's
Metamorphosis. Steve Rubin mentioned hippie legend Carlos Castaneda from Mexico, which inspired Kathy to tell us how she
missed Woodstock because "it was RAINING!!!” Jo mentioned Jasper Fforde from Sweden, and Taras talked about Teelub Saint
Rampo (a Tibetan monk who was really an Englishman who fell out of a tree...lol), as well Thai film translator/narrator Somtow
Sucharital {i. e."S.P. Somtow"}. At that point all heck broke loose when Master "Bjorn" said that he was asked to mention the
ABBA musical "Mamma Mia" as a Swedish fantasy
representative, which drew the wrath of the crowd in general. Steve Rubin tried to sooth things down by telling a Jewish joke. We
managed to get in a few more examples: African author Annasi (Barry & Ann-Marie), French authors J.H. Rosny, Sr. & Pierre
Boulle (Taras & ME!!!), the Spanish author Cervantes (with "Don Quixote-Jo), Chou Yung Fat's film Crouching Tiger, Hidden
Dragon (from China-Ann-Marie), Beowulf (from Scandinavia), Godzilla (Japan), and Taras finished us off with Norwegian author
Snorri Stirlusson. We adjourned around 10:00 p.m. Next month our topic will be "Shorts"(stories, films, etc.) See y'all then!!!
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Medium Screen Classics
Our summer Medium Screen Classics ended its run today with a great line-up: Metropolis, the anime version of Metropolis and
M. Thanks to Barry for the well-chosen selections, all three films were enjoyed and provided much conversation afterward.
First up was Metropolis (although Barry would have chosen to show M first). The film, directed by Fritz Lang, was about "them
that have" and "them that don't." Although the 1920's version of the future was a bit dated, the story was still good and on going
today. The "Queen" Giorgio Moroder soundtrack (sorry Todd, I had to) had us reminiscing about the performers on it. The SF
story is about a sharply divided future that has the workers living & working underground - way underground. The work is tedious,
hard and seems almost pointless. Conditions are unsafe and substandard. Meanwhile, living in "pleasure gardens" high above
the city, are the elite and wealthy. Throw in a scientist, a robot with evil intentions, rebellion, a flood and personal epiphanies and
you've got Metropolis.
Next up, Metropolis, (2001) an anime version by director Rintaro that was loosely based on Metropolis. It followed the same
working class vs. wealthy elite theme, had robots, rebellion and personal epiphanies. This one didn't have as happy an ending
though.
Rounding out the day was M (1931) also from Fritz Lang. This movie starred Peter Lorre as Hans Beckert, a man with a really
naughty hobby. Children are turning up dead. The police are searching everywhere and it's putting a crimp in the criminal's
business doings. Both sides, police and criminals, decide to catch the murderer. Unfortunately, the criminals decide to do this
without police sanction. What follows is a sense of fear that becomes hysteria - finger pointing, fights, mobs taking "justice" into
their own hands and a general feel of menace. It is a city under siege. The suspense grows as the search narrows in on the
murderer. A nail biter and highly recommended.
After the movies we headed over to Seville Diner. Conversation was fun, varied, and had us there for over 2 hours. Chris
revealed a dark side that was "sympathetic" to the pathological child-killer in M - hmmmmmmm - this does explain those "uplifting"
holiday selections. Never, I repeat, never accept an invitation to dinner at Chris' if he tells you fava beans and a nice Chianti are
on the menu!! No conversation would be complete without the Maltin Guide reviews of the day’s films. SciFi Channel movies
and my sad hope every Saturday. Momma Mia, and more. Much fun. Medium Screen returns in the winter. I'm looking forward
to it.

SFSNNJ Special Activity
Writer Phil Johnston at New Moon Comics, 8/1/08
On Friday August First, members of the SFSNNJ met up at New Moon Comics for an intimate chat with literary author Philip
James Johnston. It was a wonderfully relaxed and pleasant evening with lots of questions and discussion about topics ranging
from publishing to box office draws and comics. Phil arrived around 7:45 and sat with Barry, Craig, Chris, Rob, and I discussing a
number of truly earth-shattering issues (like whether Titanic's record would fall to Dark Knight). Much of the discussion was
centered on the role of comics in cinema, and there was a great discussion of why Comic Book movies have taken so long to
become a larger part of the media. The positions taken ranged from lack of effects ability to strange perceptions by Hollywood
executives and public prejudices against comics in the 1950's. In addition, we all got a laugh talking about Galactus and his
intergalactic burger joint uniform. When I stated that I always thought he should be asking people if they wanted fries with their
order, Barry replied "I am here to consume your world, would you like fries with that?" The jokes devolved from there.
We began truly diving into the subject matter after our side discussions tied off, and Rob (host, owner of New Moon Comics, and
all around great guy) formally introduced Phil and talked a bit about the book. Phil told us what it was like writing for the Barnes &
Noble imprint and doing events at the B&N in NYC. Rob explained his passion for the book, and Phil went on to talk about the
challenges of publishing in today's market, his writing process, and more. Mike Piazza had some questions about shopping the
book around, and what it takes to get it in print, which spawned some great conversation about the publishing business itself. We
moved on to the specifics of the book, which centers around the bar culture in New Jersey. Phil relayed an anecdote about how
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one editor thought that there should be more female characters in the story, to which Phil replied, "It's a story about a group of
guys who hang out in bars and drink much more than is good for them." I, personally, agreed and said, "Most women are smarter
than that, and the ones who aren't are generally kind of scary." The Philadelphia trip in the book was mentioned, and Phil then
talked a bit about how he structured the book and outlined. By the way (so those of us who care can rest easy) he listens to rock
music when he writes in order to generate white noise and allow him to concentrate.
By the end of the night, we were all cheered immeasurably Phil was a truly engaging conversationalist and kept the talk lively
without making it seem forced. For those of you who couldn't make it, I recommend picking up Last Call, as it seems like a
fantastic book. It is also the 2nd place winner of the Independent Publisher Book Award!

SFSNNJ OUT & ABOUT
Steve Spinosa shares his trip to NYC
Yesterday my brother Jim, my friend Joe Long & I caught the AFP-NJ bus into New York City for Lonegan's press
conference on Moody's "high" ratings of New Jersey contract bonds to be used for the $4 billion urban school
construction borrowing scam.
We arrived at 12:30 and had a half hour to kill before the press conference. Steve's crew set up in what intern Ryan
called a "free speech pen" across the street from the Moody's Corporation building.
Unfortunately I spent the entire half-hour looking for a men's room, and the closest one was in a Whole Foods
Bakery/Cafe two blocks up Greenwich Street. By the time I got back the press conference was in
full swing and I ended up in the back of the crowd...out of camera range (and I had my SFS hat on too, Aubrey!)
...Oh well, the video came out great (go to You Tube under AForP to see it)! AFP-NJ staffer Chris Trimarchi went into
the Moody's building to deliver Mayor Lonegan's letter to CEO Ray McDaniel and was met by a
group of four armed security guards!!!
Afterwards we went to the Bueno Neuvo Cabana restaurant at Pier 17 at the South Street Seaport for lunch (This
turned out to be not a good choice for Jim & I!) We all got on the bus and headed home.
On the way back Mayor Lonegan gave ME a "shout-out" for helping to fund the lawyer's retainer for the AFP-NJ
lawsuit, calling me "one of the quiet heroes behind the scenes".
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Peter Gutierrez
The Cruel Mirror: When Horror Movies Are “Based on True Events” By Peter Gutiérrez
More than any other film genre, horror has a problematic relationship with the real. Sure, war movies are presumably
based upon real wars, but although their political motives are sometimes questioned, their carnage is rarely viewed
as in bad taste, let alone exploitative. Horror movies, on the other hand, cross some kind of moral threshold when
they become “based on true events”since horror, especially in its paranormal mode, can clearly exist and be effective
when completely divorced from reality. Yet when they venture away from fantasy, horror movies become both more
sobering and somehow more intriguing as a result. Think about it. Remove the “inspired by” tagline from films as
different as the fraudulent The Amityville Horror (1979, 2005) and the widely respected Henry: Portrait of a Serial
Killer (1986) and how does your gut reaction to them change? Are the films inherently as compelling? To feed
audience expectations by saying that what’s on the screen “actually happened” plays into the universally
voyeuristic— some would say cruel— aspects of the medium itself: the photographic realism that helps cinema mimic
life is heightened by claiming that the narrative itself is real. And on a kind of existential level, the moment we frame
screen horror as residing in the same world that we do, the psychological assault on the audience becomes more
pronounced: “This could really happen to you and yours because, check it out, it really happened to other folks just
like you.”
To gauge the upside of establishing such real-world bonafides, one need only recall the entire class of horror films
that try so hard to look reality-based even when they’re not. Obvious examples include The Blair Witch Project
(1999) and Cloverfield (2008) as well as, most interestingly, George Romero’s work, whether Diary of the Dead
(2007) or Night of the Living Dead (1968), with its similar docu-vibe. By way of comparison, how many gangster
sagas or rom-coms employ a vérité approach to evoke heightened first-person experiences?
However, for all its generic potency, in terms of horror’s cultural position, referencing real events is usually a losing
proposition. While readers and creators of horror literature rarely get charges of sadism leveled at them by the
mainstream, their counterparts in film frequently do, largely because non-fans equate screen violence with real-world
violence. But when the film in question is purportedly reflecting something historical, the commonsense defense of
“Hey, it’s not real, it’s just a movie” becomes greatly diluted. To put it bluntly, it’s hard to cheer on the body count
when you know it’s a surrogate measure for corpses that did hit the floor at one point. Still, movies like the execrable
Copycat (1995), with its brief but glib quoting of real-life tragedies, offend me far more than the graphic yet seriousminded approach of something like Jim Van Bebber’s The Manson Family (2003).
So bearing such issues in mind, let’s examine a few horror archetypes, their real-life embodiments, and the varying
degrees of success that filmmakers have had translating them to the screen.
The
Archetype

What History Says

“Just the Facts, Ma’am”

Inspired By…

Distant Cousins

The
Ghoul

While traditional ghouls
feast on the dead,
those infamous
Williams, Burke and
Hare, did so only
symbolically: in 18271828 they sold fresh
cadavers to
Edinburgh’s Dr. Robert
Knox, a renowned
anatomist. At first
clearly opportunistic,
the pair eventually
graduated to methods
that ensured that their
product would be more,
er, fresh.

Flesh and the Fiends
(1960) opens with an
intertitle that includes the
phrase “It is all true.”
Well, that statement itself
is not quite true. The
script changes the
gender of the victims,
adds some nonfactual
subplots, and includes
the apocryphal blinding
of Hare (a wonderful
Donald Pleasence).
However, its regard for
the timeline and legal
facts is fairly accurate.
Although not as well
known, the 1972
production Burke and
Hare is similarly
regarded as at least
trying to respect the
known facts of the case.

Although The Doctor
and The Devils (1985) is
for the most part quite
accurate, it’s also more
overtly literary in its
treatment of the subject
matter— which one might
expect, given that Dylan
Thomas wrote script.
The Greed of William
Hart (1948) aka Horror
Maniacs is an
atmospheric but
downmarket treatment of
the same story, with an
overwrought turn by Todd
Slaughter making things
less realistic. Of note is
the fact that British
censors objected to
Burke and Hare being
identified by name; hence
the title.

Robert Wise’s brilliant The
Body Snatcher (1945)
mythologizes Burke and
Hare by combining them
into one character, played
unforgettably by Karloff.
Still, explicit mention is
made of the real-life
crimes, with Henry Daniell
playing a stand-in for
Knox. Also, any movie
with a murder-for-medicine
premise, such as 1996’s
Extreme Measures (which
includes a Burke and Hare
reference) and even
Turistas (2006) is a legit
relation, too. And let’s not
forget the forthcoming The
Meat Trade, with Robert
Carlyle, which is said to
update B & H’s story to
contemporary Edinburgh.
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Movie/Manga Review— Dororo
??

By Peter Gutiérrez /Published 06/25/2008 (Firefox)

??

http://firefox.org/news/articles/1598/1/MovieManga-ReviewDororo/Page1.html

Osamu Tezuka’s epic horror-fantasy turns out be a masterwork across media. In fact, perhaps Vertical’s release of
the second and third volumes in Dororo’s long-awaited English translation will spur U.S. interest and prompt a deluxe
Region 1 DVD of the 2007 Japanese hit… or at least some more theatrical screenings in addition to NYAFF. With
the film’s sequel reportedly in the works, I’m selfishly hoping that when the time comes I can enjoy it without rooting
around too much to find it first.
In the meantime, I urge you to read Dororo by whatever means you can get your hands on it, for it ranks among the
most compelling imaginative works of literature I’ve encountered in any medium. Why? Well, there’s nothing really
too tricky here. Tezuka tackles the big themes— the staggering moral and spiritual price of war, the universal longing
for an idealized set of parents— with both passion and heartbreaking honesty. Moreover, he does so while keeping
his sights set fully on his audience’s sense of wonder, which he stimulates on virtually every page.
An instructive comparison can be made to the original Star Wars trilogy, and of course George Lucas was partly
inspired by classic samurai tales, as no doubt was Tezuka. In those first three films we got “I am your father,” the
Force, and potent themes of corruption and sacrifice— but we also got light sabers, a cantina scene, and
hyperspace. And let’s not forget the brotherly relationship between the male leads (even more pronounced in the
Tezuka work). Like Star Wars, Dororo embeds its archetypal, even mythological, elements in what are simply a lot of
cool ideas.
In its manga form Dororo also invites a comparison to The Lord of the Rings (which the film version shares certain
things with visually). Both are quests that feature blighted lands, unlikely friendships, pint-sized heroes, and a ruler
with a supernatural anchor to his power base. Just as Tolkien keeps the bad guys coming in a variety of memorably
horrific forms (Ringwraiths, Orcs, Gollum), in volume 2 alone Tezuka outdoes himself with fiery fox spirits,
maternalistic shape-shifters, and face-stealing mold monsters. Of course on many, many levels making a close
Tolkien-Tezuka parallel doesn’t hold up. The point is, both creators immerse readers into a fantasy realm where
everything— heroism and evil alike— is elevated and purified beyond what we’d encounter in our world and yet
somehow connects with us in strongly personal terms.
Like the LOTR film trilogy and Sam Raimi’s first Spider-Man (2002) installment, the live-action film version of Dororo
brings Tezuka’s vision to life in a way that left me tingling; it’s the notion of seeing something on the screen that not
only does justice to the source material visually and thematically, but is also stunningly real for the first time.
Director and co-writer Akihiko Shiota has streamlined Dororo’s central storyline and reworked parts of it winningly as
only the best comic book adaptations do (Batman Begins, Iron Man). Once one gets used to the idea of one of
Japan’s most beautiful actresses, the twenty-something Kou Shibasaki, playing the title character— originally
conceived as a male ragamuffin— then one can settle in to enjoy an exciting action-adventure tale steeped heavily in
the grotesque. As Hyakkimaru, the young swordsman out to recover forty-eight of his body parts from demons,
Satoshi Tsumabuki brings the tortured intensity and the dashing physicality that the role requires.
Supporting the two leads is an incredible all-star cast that includes icon Yoshio Harada as well as Kiichi Nakai (so
impressive in Warriors of Heaven and Earth and elsewhere). Again, it might be apt to make a comparison to Batman
Begins, where even the secondary parts were taken on by actors of undeniable stature. And clearly one can see why
such talents might be attracted to this kind project. In addition to Shiota’s adept handling of both drama and comedy,
the film benefits from a quirky, often Morricone-esque score and world-class fight choreography from Ching Siu-Tung
of Zhang Yimou fame (Hero, House of Flying Daggers, Curse of the Golden Flower).
However, if you don’t find Hyakkimaru’s encounters with his family powerfully moving, as I did, chances are that for
you the entire film will never rise above a spirited exercise in sword-and-sorcery, which still isn’t too bad. But if you
do connect with what transpires on an emotional level— possibly as a result of bringing the manga with you as your
“contribution” to the film “text”— then you’ll probably come out of the experience with your head spinning and your
heart thumping, as did I. In Hyakkimaru we’re given an unforgettable hero who represents a combination of Zatoichi,
Wolverine, and Frankenstein’s Monster. Similarly, the film itself is an artful blend of elements recognizable from other
fantasy titles such as Men in Black (a duo battling a parade of scary/funny monsters), The Wizard of Oz (the quest for
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one’s heart, brain… and home), and the Harry Potter series (the forehead scars, the orphan who slowly discovers the
truth about his past).
In the manga these points of similarity are often still present but less obvious, buried somewhat in the richness of
Tezuka’s startling creativity. In volume two we get a deepening exploration of the core storylines alternating with
more tangential episodic adventures. That structural approach is typical of the manga form and is not really worth
critiquing. What’s particularly amazing, though, is Tezuka’s ability to craft unpredictable contrasts in tone and to steer
his narrative nimbly through the dark forests of his own imagination. In the space of a few pages, he’ll use spreadbased story units to shift moods and emphases in ways that can leave you reeling.
Vertical will be publishing the third and final Dororo book in August and that makes me regret that the series can’t
continue for twenty volumes like other manga titles. I guess we can take consolation in the fact that by leaving the
plot incomplete for his readers, Tezuka was leaving us no worse off than Hyakkimaru himself.
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"So why don't we pass back twenty years and pick Dr.
Poppa's brains, Nick?"
Page 3
"I was thinking of passing back and saving his life."
"Are you serious?" The gravity of Nick's voice had
shocked Dave! "I hope you were joking because I
was!"
Nick opened his notebook to record the adjustments
he made. "I know what you're thinking: The theory of
time paradox makes it dangerous or impossible to
change history. Tim was starting to bring up the so
called "grandfather paradox" in discussions and
lectures. But what about the theory of alternate
branches of history? Don't you see that we
have to test these theories eventually? Now is the
time to do it."
"But even if the alternate world theory is correct,"
Dave argued, "saving Poppo's life won't help us -- we
are still in the timeline in which he died twenty years
ago." "Then we'll try to recover his notes -- maybe we
were whoever stole his missing log books."
"Yeah, we means me," was Dave's apprehension.
"And the instruments aren't even calibrated properly,
how do we know I'll arrive in the right year?"
"Ah, that's what really concerns you, the fact that
you're doing the actual passing."
"Yes, of course! I'm the guinea pig taking the risk! We
can't control the time of arrival. Suppose I pass 200
years ago instead of 20. Or maybe the machine can't
even reach more than five years ago!"
"All the more reason why we need to test how far
back we can reach. Now get undressed, get the vest
on, and put this costume on over it. I think the
adjustments I just made will drop you within a month
of Tim's murder."
***
Dave called the Return-Vest "the Electric Flack
Jacket" because it looked like the kind of
bullet-proof-vest worn by police officers; except that
inside was a temporal accelerator and a homing
receiver set to zero in on a beacon of polarity-inverted
particles transmitted by "base station."
Page 4
The "base station" looked like the frame of a mid
twentieth century telephone booth without the glass
walls. When in operation, the beams projected a
surrounding force field of neutronic energy. Then the
ceiling and floor projected rays that inverted and
accelerated the particular polarity of any object inside
the "booth." The result was that particle inversion
caused the object to exist backwards in time while
acceleration caused it to pass through time at normal
speed factored geometrically.
Inversion without acceleration resulted in the object
remaining inverted "after" it passed before the
generation of the neutronic shield. While the object
carried a residue it did not last as long as the
inversion. Once the residual neutronic energy
dissipated the object was destroyed by
matter/antimatter mutual annihilation. Acceleration

"Time for a Change" by Alan John Polyniak
Copyright 1988, Alan J. Polyniak
David Reloj, M.S., awoke that morning amidst the
clutter of his bachelor pad. Dave lived alone and
could not conceive of any other arrangement. As
usual he forgot to turn his alarm clock off Friday
morning; it woke him early Saturday and he finally
shut it off; he forgot to reset the alarm Sunday night;
as usual he was an hour late for work Monday
morning. Luckily Prof. Justin was tolerant of Dave's
chronic tardiness. Dave worked as Nick Justin's
research assistant on Monday mornings. Ten years
earlier, while in graduate school, Dave began
teaching as an adjunct at his Alma matter -- The state
University of New Jersey: Passaic County Campus.
He had been Dr. Justin's assistant. SInce his
undergraduate days, doing the "Dock's" drudgery
between, at first taking classes, and now
teaching them.
Page 2
Dave finally dragged himself into the "Dock's" lab:
"Sorry I'm late, Nick." Prof. Justin was tinkering with
the equipment: "I would be sincerely disappointed if I
didn't hear those words every Monday." The "Dock's"
sarcasm was not meant to hurt Dave -- but it did. "I'm
sorry you have to do my work for me every Monday."
"I wish I didn't have to hear those words every
Monday."
"I struck-out with the campus 'cock-tease' again."
"What did you think would happen? You know she's
just a 'Nuking' flirt." "Yeah, I know. This time she
suggested that she should introduce me to her
younger sister. Aside from being closer to my own
age, Brenda's sister does more than just tease.
"What adjustment are you making, anyway? maybe I
can take over." "I'm finished!" The "Do" stood up from
the Polarity Inverter/Accelerator. "If only Tim Poppa
hadn't been murdered -- and his notes stolen! -there's still so much that he knew that we need to
perfect the process."
"If his research was that close to success I would
have thought that in the twenty years since then,
we'd've figured out all the missing variables," Dave
interjected. "The man was a genius! He had
serendipitous flashes of insight that we may not
rediscover for years," the professor Complained.
"But we know it works -- we've tested it," Dave added.
"Short 'passages' into the recent past," Nick
countered. "Never farther than three years -- and
never into the future – if we hadn't perfected the
'Return-Vest' last year we couldn't 'time-pass' forward
at all.
"Dr. Poppa was working on future-and-back passage - and he knew how to
calibrate the instruments to pinpoint destinations tothe-day and project passages back to centuries ago.
If he was still alive we'd've perfected all that ten years
ago."
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energized the object sufficiently to attract a neutronic
residue strong enough to last longer than the
inversion. Acceleration without inversion passed the
object into the future. However without
precise calibration forward passage beyond three
hours was out of reach. Even if passing
after time-passage has been perfected did not
suggest paradox problems, it was still too
much to hope for.
The shimmering lights of the neutronic shield, the
inversion rays, and the acceleration
rays reminded Dave of the transporter on star Trek.
"However, " he often remarked, "time passage
feels like riding a roller coaster in an electric chair. '"
***
Dave took off his clothes, put the accelerator vest on,
and over the vest put on a twenty-year-old suit that
the Drama department had forgotten in their
wardrobe. The suit, normally one size too large for
Dave, fit better over the bulky time-passage device.
Prof. Justin had been planning a long-term passage
for months. He had gone to great personal expense to
collect old bills to avoid suspicion of counterfeiting by
using
Page 5
anachronistically postdated cash. Dave selected
$250 in bills from the decade preceding his target
ETA. In addition, several bills of older mintage were
chosen because of their collectability. If he needed,
Dave could exchange them for perhaps $1000 from
the right numismatic dealer.
***
Certain that he now carried everything he needed and
nothing that would be out of place, Dave stepped into
the "booth" and Nick activated the neutronic field,
waiting ten minutes before inverting and accelerating.
The ten minute safety margin anticipated the
possibility that inversion might precede acceleration
(the "Do" always joked about the paradox of seeing
yourself annihilated just before stepping into the
booth).
As Dave began to simultaneously invert and
accelerate he felt the familiar tingling,
loss of equilibrium and sense of motion without
specific direction. It felt like he was falling
backward, forward, up side down and right side up
simultaneously. Mostly the pull seemed to come from
the upper-left-rear, although it often suddenly shifted
to an equally oblique angle. On return passages the
pull usually originated from the lower-right-front and
jumped around in the same way.
The jolt of arriving was another sensation entirely.
The tingling and feeling of being pulled in all
directions at once gave way to a feeling of being
slammed from all directions at once. Like falling flat
on his face and his back; square on his feet and the
top of his head. The entire experience of "timepassing" felt like an almost endless implosion.
***

Dave "appeared" in the vacant lot that was the
eventual site of the Physics building in which
Nick Justin's lab was located (or will be). In fact, Dave
had passed to one month prior to ground breaking on
the building's construction. If his passage had been
35 days shorter Dave would have fallen into the pit
that would become the basement of the building. Had
he realized, he'd have wished he hadn't.
Page 6
Dave's first order of business was to determine how
close he was to the day of Dr. Poppo's murder. The
purchase of that day's newspaper showed the date to
be May 1 -- ten days prior to his appointment with unhistory. Next, he would need a place to stay the next
nine nights. He knew of a boarding house near
campus and luckily it had a vacancy. Dave would
have to cash-in his collectables to pay the rent but it
was still cheaper than even a "flea-bag" hotel. Better
still the boarding house was near the last place Tim
Poppo was seen alive -- "The Clock-Watcher ' s Grill,"
the most popular off-campus hangout of both students
and instructors.
Dave's Grandfather owned the place and Dave was
often there as a child. Dave worried about the
possibility of meeting himself because of the various,
mainly fanciful theories surrounding that particular
paradox.
***
After settling into his room Dave walked over to the
"Clock-Watcher" to try to pick up on Poppo's routine.
In those days, the campus was not part of the
University system but instead was just a small
commuter's college with only three dorms and no frat
houses. The "Clock-Watcher " was "substitute house"
for a couple of frats -- in fact the two rowdiest
frats on campus. The ones that gave all "Greeks" a
bad name. Dave had never been in a frat himself and
once made the big mistake of telling one of the
"animals" to his face that "FRAT" had two of its letters
transposed.
This night the "animals" were up to their usual rude,
crude and boorish behavior: goosing the waitresses;
loudly telling off-color jokes; taking bets on which of
the two frats would be thrown out first and how long it
would take. They were especially unkind to a new
waitress on her first day. Dave recognized the
frazzled young freshman, remembering that he had a
crush on her as a kid -- and that he was due to come
into the place and see her for the first time any
minute. One of the animals untied her apron sending
the contents of her pockets -- her tips for the evening
-- sprawling on the floor.
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A more experienced waitress, Dave's Aunt Nia,
helped her pick up the scattered coins and gave her
some advice: "Look Brenda, I used to get my apron
spilled by these guys all the time until I started tying
the strings this way, see? Wrap them around in back,
then up front again, and tie a double knot, not just a
bow."
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Brenda, who would eventually join the faculty of the
University, would quickly become known as the
campus "cock-tease" as she developed the skill of
giving the "animals" as good as she got which then
got her the reputation of a shameless flirt.
Brenda nervously tied her apron as Nia suggested as
Grandpa Reloj marched out from the kitchen so angry
he couldn't decide whether to shout in La Ingress or
Spanish: "Joe- dam FARTANATAYS! Padrones
arrebatados! Gettable out! Y very con Doable! Ayeyay-yay! And for this I left Barcelona! "
The pool had been won by a slumming preppy from
one of the more prestigious fraternities, who correctly
guessed that both animal frats would be bounced at
the same time after only half an hour.
Dave sat in the booth next to the one where
Professors Poppo and Justin were talking with their
graduate assistants. It was startling how much
younger Nick was. "If those Greek geeks hadn't been
thrown out I was going to suggest that we go to 'pizza
Brothers' instead." Which would not have helped
because that was where the "animals" went whenever
they were bounced from "Clock-Watcher." "But
anyway, you were about to tell us about the funding
for our research?"
Dr. Poppo had the look of the wizened old professor
about him: Tall, gaunt, gray temples, widow's peak,
horned rims, warm smile but with a cynical twinkle in
the eye. "President Mc Key wants this research even
more than we do. Or any research for that matter, but
ours is the most radical and therefore would be the
most prestigious if we succeed..."
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"Or the most embarrassing if we fail, "I joked one grad
student. "Shush! The walls have ears wise-ass!"
scolded another. "A real scientist is too skeptical to
think you can jinx yourself with a fate-tempting
joke." countered the first. The bickering of the two
students amused Tim, "Thank you, children. Anyway,
Dr. McKey is pushing for our grant because he wants
a major research project to be in operation here. He
hopes that it will be the final push in making our little
state college into a full fledged university."
"Not that again?" Dr Justin was reminded of an old
controversy, of which the younger students knew
nothing. Pleas for an explanation were presently
heeded by Dr Poppo: "One hundred and fifty
years ago we were a tiny privately run community
college for women to learn 'school marmin'." Then in
the early twentieth century the State of New Jersey
took over and made us a state sponsored college. We
went coed in the forties, liberal arts in the sixties, but
the trouble started in the 1970's when our college
president took the liberal arts curriculum too
seriously and too far. "He deliberately overenrolled
the freshman class, hired scores of new
instructors and adjuncts, and gave approval to every
tenured professor with a half-baked suggestion for a
new course on a favorite topic. Suddenly every
department was over extending itself, with entirely

new departments evolving out of a handful of related
topic courses.
"For example the Speech Pathology department
(which you should wonder why it was never part of
the Special Education department) added some
Drama Studies courses (which you might think should
have been in the English department) and a couple of
courses in Interpersonal Communication (the kind that
should have been part of the new Sociology
department - which had just broken away from
Psychology).
Suddenly they were a "Speech Communication"
department. But when Journalism and
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Mass Media Studies were added, it was clear that
Speech Therapy had to be its own department again.
"At one point the Communication department became
so large that Drama Studies broke away and became
the Theatre department. But just when everyone
thought that Journalism, Film and Broadcasting would
each become separate departments the 'boom
fell' and the great implosion began."
At this point, Nick felt it was time to take over the
story: "That was my freshman year, and believe me it
was a time of social dissent and political madness to
rival the national unrest of the decade that preceded.
While students elsewhere were putting Nixon's
legacy of Viet Nam and Watergate behind them, we
were still being radicalized first by our school's
mismanagement and then by a solution which
polarized each major into minispecial interest groups.
"With the school so over crowded, dorm residence
was restricted to students whose parents lived 100
miles from campus instead of 50. There was direct
public transportation between the campus and only
two or three neighboring towns. Naturally the parking
lots overflowed resulting in a dramatic increase in offcampus traffic and parking violations and a lot of bad
press for the school.
"The killer was registration in person, by appointment,
in alphabetical order. The two-hour wait on line meant
missing important classes during finals, while the
most popular courses and the most conveniently
scheduled classes filled up with names at the high
end of the alphabet.
"The board of trustees did the least popular but only
practical thing: They fired the president and appointed
one who lowered new admissions, raised academic
standards so that more students would fail out, fired
all nonessential adjuncts, and closed down all
nonessential courses. "Of course the handicapped
students and the racial minorities cried discrimination
over the
Page 10
stricter standards. And the rest of us protested the
firing of our favorite teachers and the canceling of our
favorite courses. But the trustees and the new
president insisted that the only way to 'trim the fat'
was to 'cut down to the bone.' Their clichés not mine.
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"The only departments that escaped the knife were
the pre-liberal arts schools: Elementary Education;
Speech and Special Ed; and Nursing. The only postliberal arts department that amazingly continued to
grow through the cutbacks was Economics which
had been the most popular and spawned the
Business department thanks to the coming of
the age of 'Yuppies." After all the 1970's "Me Decade"
put capitalism back in fashion where it's been ever
since thanks to 80's 'Reganomics.'" Prof. Poppo then
realized just how "sidetracked" they had become:
"Hey guys, we were talking about our research before
we went 'woolgathering down memory lane.'"
Nick always reacted to Tim's characteristic mixed
metaphors the same way: "Ouch! two clichés for the
price of one!"
"Oh, and you're never trite?"
"Welllll."
"Well can we talk about the research now?""
"We've been here for hours and I'm exhausted."
"I don't know why, considering how much younger
you are than I! Okay boys and girls we'll 'pick-it-up'
again tomorrow."
"Can't we say even one little thing with out using a
cliché?"
"I guess not."
The two scientists and their students paid their checks
and left. At the same time Dave was trying to keep up
with them. In fact he was in such a hurry that he
forgot his wallet at the register (as he had done so
often). Seconds after 33-year-old Dave walked out,
13-year-old Dave walked in to sneak a peek at the
new waitress (Brenda) he had heard about.
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Before she could scold him for being out late, Nia
noticed the wallet: "Davie, that man who just left
forgot his wallet! Run, and take it to him. And then go
home to bed or 'Coach' will cut you for breaking
training!"
"All right Tia."
Young Davie ran after his older self: "Mister, hey
mister!" and as he ran down the road a huge truck
came speeding out of the night and struck him down.
As young Davie was killed instantly, although
untouched, 33-year-old Dave also felt the impact of
that deathblow:
Massive pain racked his body for one tenth of a
second followed by one tenth of a second of a
sensation akin to return passing. Suddenly Dave was
standing in the "phone booth." Dave felt like he was
waking from a dream as all memory of passing back
dissipated.
***
Nick looked up from the control panel in disbelief:
"What are you still doing here? I saw all systems run
perfectly; you should have vanished ten seconds after
I hit 'acceleration.'" Dr Justin restarted the sequence,
and Dave was again in the time stream.
***

Unaware that he had done this before, Dave was
prepared to go through all the same steps as before.
None of the money he spent at his last passing was
missing. He did not even have a sense of Deja Vu.
Effectively -- his previous passing never happened!
The one difference between this passing and the last
was the time of arrival.
Dave found himself in the lot after dark with no idea
what day it was. He went straight to the diner arriving
just as Tim Poppo and company were exiting for the
night. Tim and Nick were arguing: "I told you, Justin,
come to my office tomorrow and I'll show you my
reasons!"
"Please don't pull out of the research Tim. I won't be
able to perfect the process without your help!"
"And I said I'd tell you why you shouldn't ' t perfect the
process tomorrow. "
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As everyone walked their separate ways Dave
followed Dr. Poppo as he walked back to his
apartment. Dr. Poppo nearly discovered that he had a
second "shadow" twice. Just outside his building, a
young punk walked up to the professor holding a
knife: "Okay Pa, I can make better use of your wallet
than you can!" Surprise froze Dave momentarily.
Tim Poppo's fatal mistake had been to resist the
mugger without having any means of protecting
himself: "Get out of my face you little bastard."
"Don't push me old man. Your money isn't yours any
more! "
"Get away!" Poppo grabbed the boy’s hand and tried
to make him drop the knife; but the youth's greater
strength won out. The knife would have plunged into
the professor's chest if Dave had not joined the
struggle.
Poppo broke away leaving Dave to wrestle with the
hood. The boy lunged and Dave was stabbed. The
knife tore into the vest ruining its mechanism and then
tore Dave's flesh as well. In anger the youth continued
to drive the blade home again and again:
"NUKE YOU, AIDS CROTCH!"
As life began to leave Dave he saw Dr. Poppo hurry
inside and slam and lock the door behind him. At the
cost of his own life, Dave saved the professor's life.
***
"You're still here!" Dr. Justin was extremely frustrated
that for the second time the equipment showed every
sign of working properly except that Dave was not
passing back. "I'm going to try one more time!"
***
Dave arrived early on the morning of the target date.
He found Dr. Poppo's freshman "Introduction to
Physics" class and sat in.
"Today, I'd like to discuss areas of technology that
need not to be developed. For example, as my
research with Nick Justin progresses I'm becoming
more convinced that
Page 13
even if we can perfect time-travel, its actual use would
be at best impractical -- if not dangerous."
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"Is that the secret research you're doing together -time-travel?" The curious student reminded the
professor that in spite of his personal feelings he
had signed a nondisclosure agreement and was
bound to maintain security. "Well, I cannot discuss
the secret project but I can say that some of our
theories are relevant to time-travel.
"As I was about to say, the danger of time-travel is in
unknowingly changing history."
"Isn't that impossible?" This student always kept Tim
on his toes.
"Not if the "Grandfather Paradox" does not come into
play. The only changes that are impossible are those,
which prevent your ability or your motivation to timetravel. "Last week I rented two old videos about timetravelers: One about a deliberate attempt
to change history; and the other about correcting an
accidental change. In the first a secret police enforcer
tries to prevent the birth of a freedom fighter by
assassinating his mother. I knew that he was bound
to fail because preventing his enemy's birth would
create a history in which he would not need to go
back in time to change history. In other words
deliberately changing history is self-preventing
because changing history changes the way history is
remembered. If you remember history the way that
you already want it, why do you still need to go back
to change it.
"In the second movie, a time-traveler changes the
circumstances under which his own parents meet and
prevents them from falling in love. He then must play
matchmaker or he will cease to exist. But he needn't
have bothered! Once he ceased to exist, he then
would have been incapable of time traveling' and
interfering with history. Once again, it's all selfcorrecting!
You see, preventing one's own existence prevents
one from time-traveling and thus prevents one from
preventing one's own existence."
At this point the "C" and "'D" students were thoroughly
confused; the "B" and "F"'
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students were laughing hysterically; and the "A"
students, although they were the only ones
who fully understood the professor's point, did not
understand what was so funny.
"In other words, professor, is it like a feed back loop
that gets distorted over time?" asked that really bright
student. "Yes, exactly. Like when you point a
microphone at a loud speaker that is downstream
from it and the sound gets loud and distorted. Such a
loop in the time stream has the stability of a soap
bubble. "But before I digress any further, the young
man's method of getting his parents back together
also radically changes their personal outlooks. Upon
returning to his own time he is surprised to find his
parents, brother and sister completely transformed.
But he should not have been surprised. He should not
have even remembered the way their lives had

been before he accidentally changed them. He
himself should have been unknowingly transformed
along with them. "This, therefore is the true danger of
time-travel. Unintended changes can slip by if
they do not prevent the time-trip that causes them.
And then they go unnoticed because changing history
changes the way history is remembered. The non"Grandfather Paradox" change in the movie was for
the better -- but what if it had been for the worse? It
would be uncorrectable because no one would
remember what originally happened! And if he ever
returned to that period, he could, still unknowingly,
undo the beneficial changes and replace
them with harmful ones."
***
As class was letting out Dave was noticed by a young
student: "Are you some kind of administrator?"
"What was that?" Dave was caught off guard, but was
even more surprised to recognize his childhood crush,
Brenda. "Were you sitting in on Dr. Poppo's class to
evaluate him?"
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"Ah ... no! I'm thinking of applying for a teaching
position here –– I'm a physicist like Dr. Poppo, and I
was just trying to see what sort of colleagues I would
be working with." Brenda followed Dave across the
campus: "I hope you get the job. I'd take your
class." "I haven't even applied for the job yet."
Brenda's ironic and obvious crush on him was stirring
old feelings in Dave and he was not comfortable with
his inability to ignore this particular distraction.
"Who's the hunk? One of your teachers?" A
precociously developed 12-year-old
girl imposed herself upon them. "Cassandra! What
are you doing here?" "You have to drive me to the
doctor this afternoon, remember?" "Oh 'nuke!' that's
right. Oh! Cassie, this is Dr.?" "David ... Ray David.
But I didn't actually say I was a Ph D..." Dave had
finally regained his composure, and was now thinking
clearly and quickly. "... and I really have to go...”
"But Dr. David, I just want to tell you that you ought to
check-out 'The Clock-Watcher's Grill. Everyone from
the Physics department hangs out there all the time.
I'll be waiting tables there tonight."
"Well, maybe I'll be there."
"Me, too!" Cassie was also taking an interest in Dave,
much to Brenda's annoyance.
"If I'd known that your teachers were such 'eyeeasers' I'd have hung out here long ago."
"Not if you don't want Ma to ground you until college
professors are too young for you!"
"Afraid I'll steal him from you?"
"Just don't come to the' Clock-Watcher' tonight!"
"Get Nuked!"
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That night Nick and Tim were arguing over Tim's
decision to drop out of the research project. Dave
stayed as close as discretion would allow but found it
difficult to stay inconspicuous with Brenda fawning
over him. Young Davie came in to moon over Brenda
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and Brenda's sister Cassie came in for another look at
Dave.
"Dr. David, why don't I introduce you to the physics
profs?"
"No-no, Brenda, I really don't need to meet them
now.”
"Can I get you anything more?"
"No ... maybe the check ... or, ah ... don't you think
your sister's out a little late?"
"You're right. I'll ask Davie to walk her home. Niña's
just about to send him home too."
A quick introduction and the two youngsters
reluctantly leave, not without consolation: "Hey,
Brenda, this jock is cute ... and you know ... he looks
a little like that teacher ... no, he looks a lot like him."
Cassie's remarks had Dave close to panic at that
point, but no one else noticed him because the two
physicists were shouting at each other. Soon they
took their argument outside and Dave followed.
As always, Dave forgot his wallet and this time
Brenda ran after him with it. "Dr. David! Doc!"
Dave was worried about the possible delay but
allowed Brenda to catch-up to him: "What is it?"
"You forgot your wallet."
"Oh ... Thank you. Now if you'll excuse me..."
"Wait, can't you stay awhile?"
"No, I can't ... really."
"Please?"
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"Look, Brenda, I have to meet someone who will be
very inconvenienced if I am late! Please understand."
Dave finally slipped away and ran to catch up to Dr.
Poppo. He caught up just in time to see the professor
stabbed by his attacker.
"You 'AIDSey' old 'Nuker!" you only had forty on you.
That's not enough for a snack let alone a high!"
As the mugger slithered away to stalk other prey,
Dave ran up to the dying man to try to salvage the
situation. "Dr. Poppo! I'm a friend of Nick's. He needs
your notes, where are they? ... Please!"
"Desk. . . drawer . . . " and not one breath more.
Taking the dead man's keys, Dave let himself into
Tim's apartment and hysterically opened every drawer
that he saw. Finally he found a drawer containing
several notebooks. Dave gathered every one of them
together and activated the "Return-Vest."
***
After once again being wrenched through time, Dave
passed into Nick's lab. "Well, did you do it?"
"Do you still remember that Dr. Poppo was
murdered?" "Yes."
"Then that should tell you that I didn’t save him."
"Did you at least get his notes?"
"Yeah ... Here."
Nick took the books. "Yes ... good ... good ... wait!
There's nothing here that we don't already know!
Look! Anything to do with advanced temporal
acceleration theory has either been blacked out with a
marker, or torn out completely! Look at the last book:

Most of the middle pages are missing and then the
last entry says that he wanted to stop the
Polyniak / "Time for a Change" / Page 18
research because the dangers of accidental changes
were too great. "Well, you've just got to pass back
and try again to save him. It's the only way!"
Dave was tired and completely unenthused with the
entire notion of changing history. "I don't think it will
work. Poppo himself said that the 'grandfather
paradox' means that deliberate changes would be
self-correcting. What if I've actually succeeded
several times and we just don't know it because our
memories are also adjusted to the way history resets
itself?"
"That's an interesting hypothesis; but as a scientific
theory it's improvable and therefore just not allowed
by empirical protocol."
"Come on, Nick! A lot of valid theories are improvable.
When's the last time you directly observed one
distinct genus evolve from another or examined the
particle physics of a neutron star up close?"
"So now you're promoting creationism?"
"No, just the opposite! I'm trying to show that you
don't need conclusive proof to support a theory that is
so abstract that direct evidence is intangible to human
perception."
"I can't argue with that, but then, I doubt that you've
saved Tim several times since you only passed once."
"Did I? How many times did you accelerate me?"
"I tried three times and only succeeded on the third."
"What if I passed each time but bounced right back
when the "GP" corrected history?"
"This is all too conjectural. I deal in what we can
demonstrate -- so we'll keep trying until ... "
"But I'm already back there ... ah ... back then? What
if I meet myself and interfere with myself?"
"That's a question that's interesting enough to test for
its own sake."
Polyniak / "Time for a Change" / Page 19
Dave saw that it was not going his way. "Why don't I
just pass back before Poppo censored his notes and
bring them back complete."
"We could try that too. Or you could warn me that he's
going to trash his journals so that I could have gotten
them back then."
"Fine! But we'll do it tomorrow. I may have been gone
half-an-hour by your reckoning, but it's been 1 2 hours
to me"
Dave ran into Brenda as he was leaving. "Hi there,
you sexy thing, you!" Thirty-eight years old, wife,
mother, successful and mature career woman -- and
she still flirts with everything in pants: "You tell that
sister of mine what a lucky girl she is."
Back at his house, Dave's wife Cassie put him to bed
and waited on him hand and foot. David Reloj, Ph. D.
could not conceive of life without her.
"... he could, still unknowingly, undo the beneficial
changes... "
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Choir Of Tucson.
All in all, an A for effort and a D for execution. Get a
grey wig and a walker and go see it at the GSP
theater on Tuesday, Senior Day for $6.00. I wouldn't
pay anything more. Or wait for HBO or Showtime.
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Film Reviews
A Dirty Job But Someone Has To Do It - Hamlet 2
by Brian Keveney
OK, so I saw Hamlet 2. They let me out early from
work so I had time to kill before picking up Ana. It
was the only thing playing in my time frame.

Momma Mia by Alan Polyniak
My wife and I just saw it tonight! We were all smiles
during the
movie and singing the score to each other all the way
home!
--------------------------------------------------------------------Star Wars: Clone Wars
I saw this movie today & I agree with Aubrey that it
makes a fine addition to the Jedi canon. Count Dooku
& Ventris are the main movers here, but I enjoyed
watching the grudging affection that grows
between Anakin and his padwan Ashouka (i.e "Sky
Guy" & "Snips"[meaning "snippy"]). All the major
players come off well. And I would have liked to see
more of Padme too. "Uncle Zero" the Hutt sounded
like Truman Capote to me...lol!!! (And if you don't
know who that is, ask the oldsters in the group "Grandpa" Taras or "Uncle" Chris ...lol!!!)
It doesn't match the "heel-turn histrionics" of
REVENGE OF THE SITH, but then it isn't fair to
expect it to, is it? I give it an A.
Mamma Mia! - Revisited Yet Again – Chris H
Believe it or not, I saw Mamma Mia! for a fourth time
Saturday at the Lafayette in Suffern. It was suggested
if I indeed saw it for a fourth time that I should review
it ABBA for obvious reasons. I must be honest
- the four reviews have to be AAAA! Still ABBA
forever!

OK, Not bad, Not Good. It pastiches several movies
and even references some, but it comes off awkward.
Failed no talent actor (and he admits it) but is so
passionate about acting / theater / movies he does
the only thing he can think of to stay in the business he teaches Drama - badly, in a High School in
Tucson, AZ.
Suddenly due to some bureaucratic bungling he
winds up with a class full of mostly latino gangbangers who don't want to be there. To win them
over he tries things from Dead Poets Society,
Dangerous Minds, etc. Eventually he wins them over
only to find out the school board is cutting Most Fine
Arts and specifically Drama (Look for the literal WALL
of Sports Trophies in the background). The two nerdy
kids who love the class suggest a bake sale, the
latinos suggest selling guns, but eventually it
becomes "Let's Put On A Play". The play is Hamlet 2,
written by the teacher. Don't ask. It offends
everyone. Two of the musical numbers are Rape in
the Face and Rock Me Sexy Jesus (with the teacher
playing Jesus - hey, he was the only one with long
hair, all the gangbangers had shaved heads). This
guy had to be thinking of Springtime for Hitler.
Laertes is gay, Hamlet has a time machine, Jesus
wears jeans and a Tshirt. Go figure. I couldn't.
There were too few actual scenes from the play.

Taras Wolansky and his ½-way Reviews
Babylon A.D. - 1/2-way review
Stylish, surprisingly entertaining near-future actioner
about a mercenary (Vin Diesel) hired to transport a
genetically engineered girl - who may be a biological
weapon - and her “mother” (Michelle Yeoh) from a
convent in Mongolia, across Siberia and the Bering
Strait to New York.

Anyway, there is some fun stuff with the forces of
"opression" (School board, principal, PTA, parents,
religeous right) and the forces of "freedom" (ACLU,
football team ?, the local latino street gangs?)
squaring off. Don't ask. Of course with the budget
cuts most of the equipment needed to do this had to
be 'liberated' from repression by the latino gangers.

A touch of Thunderdome, a fair helping of Blade
Runner - especially when we get a look at future New
York!
Tropic Thunder - half-way review
Trio of self-involved actors (played by Ben Stiller,
Robert Downey, Jr. and Jack Black) in the jungle,
taking part in a pretentious director’s improvisational
Vietnam War epic, are slow to recognize that the
extras playing Viet Cong have been replaced by real
narco-guerrillas with real bullets.

The movies tries for some poignancy and almost
makes it. There are some interesting characters but
they are not explored deeply enough. A shame. The
movie shows promise, has some good performances
- "Haywood", probably could have been a little
longer. But it does have a happy ending. It was also
fun to try and figure out what movies a lot of the
scenes were stolen/lifted/ homaged from, and there
are some drop dead funny scenes. There is a subtle
nod to someone when you find out "Heywood's" real
first name. There is even a cameo by the Gay Mens

Wickedly clever; laugh out loud funny at times.
Tropic Thunder - the rest of the way
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smugglers believe the actors to be drug enforcement
agents and attack them. The actors soon realize....
ahem, some of the actors soon realize that this is a
live set in the most literal sense.

This is a film I will readily watch more than once, to
get all the jokes. For one thing, Robert Downey’s
take-off on an Australian actor impersonating a Black
G.I. made his accent hard to penetrate at times.
(Maybe I will have to wait for the subtitled DVD!)

Overall, I enjoyed it. The trailer showed promise and
the full film was pretty good. The Hollywood industry
parody is quite outrageous and apparently
controversial.

Stellar supporting cast: Nick Nolte as the author of the
(alleged) autobiography the movie is to be based on.
Tom Cruise as the aptly named producer, Grossman,
who concludes his star will be worth more dead than
alive. A private jet is the reward with which he tempts
the star’s agent, Matthew McConaughey, who is a
little distracting here because at first you think he may
be doing a cameo as himself.

The first shocker of the film is Robert Downey Jr.'s
portrayal of an Australian actor, "Kirk
Lazarus", playing black officer "Sergeant Osiris". In a
nutshell, Downey Jr. is the major reason why I saw
this film. He plays the stereotype and does it pretty
well and keeps it up through the whole movie. Some
people see this as a salute to the old minstrel days of
blackface. But even the trailer shows that Lazarus'
fellow actors are just as disturbed by his over the top
performance. Jackson's rap artist turned actor
character "Alpa Chino" constantly chides Lazarus for
his "Chicken George" antics. I got the joke but
obviously a lot of other people weren't amused.

In any case, this may just possibly be the best
comedy of the year.
The House Bunny - half-way review
A Playboy Bunny (Anna Faris of “Scary Movie” fame,
who looks terrific) is abruptly fired from the Mansion
on her 27th birthday - or “ in Bunny years”).
Homeless, she ends up as House Mother of a
hapless, nerdy sorority about to lose its charter.

Subtitle: Tomb of the Dragon Emperor. The old crew
from the first two Mummy films is back, Maria Bello
replaces Rachel Weisz’character, with the film set in
1946, the addition of a grown son, also a digger-up of
tombs.

Oh and then there's a scene between Lazarus and
Stiller's character, Tugg Speedman, about the method
of portraying a mentally handicap person. The issue is
over the repeated use of the word "retard" in that
conversation and in other parts of the movie. Again,
while I sympathize with people for being offended I,
the average moviegoer, took it in the context of the
story. The actors weren't making fun of the
handicapped or disabled. They were making fun of
the other actors who won accolades for portraying
characters like "Forrest Gump" or "Rain Man" and the
special method that wins audiences and Academy
judges. But everyone has different senses of humor
so what can I say.

So far, moderately entertaining; the Chinese and
pseudo-Chinese locations are nice to look at. The
historical preface with Jet Li and Michelle Yeoh, giving
the story of the Dragon Emperor, is better than what
follows.

The rest of the main ensemble is Jack Black as a
drug addled comic actor who longs to be taken
seriously and Jay Baruchel who hopes the movie
does well enough so he can at least find a decent
girlfriend.

Pleasant-enough distaff “Revenge of the Nerds”. The
audience was mostly female, I noted. As always,
Faris plays clueless well: when she’s told she is
“vapid”, she thinks it’s a compliment.
The Mummy III - half-way report

The film really starts out strong with ads and trailers
featuring the fictional characters. Then things kinda
die down a bit as we wait for the cast to eventually get
lost in the bush so the big laughs can resume.

Aubrey’s Second Hand Review
Tropic Thunder
If you saw the trailer then you know the story. If you
didn't see the trailer: movie director Damien Cockburn
(Steve Coogan) is struggling to make a Vietnam war
masterpiece based on the novel by Four Leaf
Tayback (Nick Nolte). Tayback suggests to Cockburn
to take his actors outta the soundstage and thrust
them into the wilds of the real Vietnam jungle. The
four principle actors (Ben Stiller, Robert Downey Jr.,
Brandon T. Jackson, and Jay Baruchel) are dropped
in the jungles under the impression they're going to
film guerilla style. What happens is a gang of drug

Way more star power than I thought would be in here.
The supporting cast includes Matthew McConaughey
as Speedman's agent and 'surprise' Tom Cruise
dolled up in some freaky prosthetics to properly
portray Les Grossman, the film's rather offensive and
foul-mouthed executive producer. It actually took
awhile to warm up to Cruise's comedic turn but by the
end even I sat through the end credits to watch Mr.
Cruise do some pretty bizarre hip-hop dancing. Other
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Daniels, oh 'bleep' yeah!) and R2-D2 (synthesizer?
stock sound effects? Michael Winslow?). Count
Dooku (Christopher Lee, triple 'bleep' yeah!) and
Ventress (Nike Futterman) play the main baddies
leading a horde of battle droids. And introducing
freshman padawan Ahshoka Tano voiced by Ashley
Drane.

cameos include Tobey Maguire, Jennifer Love Hewitt,
and Jon Voight.
My Grade: B+
A good comedy that may offend some with its
outrageous material while others (like myself) will
be guffawing at the screen. Though Downey Jr. was
the main attraction for me it woulda been a pretty one
lame gag without the rest of the ensemble who are
just as nutty. Fun movie.

Oh and the distraught crime lord Jabba was voiced by
Kevin Michael Richardson who has worked on all
kinds of smash animated productions such as "Kim
Possible", "Spawn: The Animated Series", and
"Batman: The Animated Series" (check out his
impressive credits on Wikipedia or IMDB. I bet he has
an awesome memorabilia stash!

Star Wars: The Clone Wars
Well, this Clone Wars tale starts off as a rescue
mission for Jabba The Hutt's kidnapped little boy,
Rotta. But beneath that plot are the Outer Rim trade
routes, which The Hutts control. Whoever returns
Rotta back to Jabba gets control of those routes and
a major upper hand in the war. Now the Jedis and the
Separatists are after that baby. The fate of the
universe yet again falls on the shoulders of a
Skywalker...and his new padawan! (duhn....duhn.
...DUUUHHHNNN! !)

Another fear I had about "Clone Wars" was this
youngling that I figured all the little toddlers were
supposed to relate to and live vicariously through. Oh
gawd! Not some little annoying pipsqueak spouting off
corny sound bites every five seconds. But I'm happy
to report that Ahshoka was quite the opposite. Okay,
not completely. She is a bit of a whippersnapper but
when she needs to focus she's on point. Ahshoka
made a great little buddy for Anakin and will probably
sell a whole lotta action figures to young girls (and
some boys, too) who dream of one day being taken
seriously as adults. Or able to wield light sabers.
Whichever comes first.

I'm probably going to upset a whole lotta SW disciples
with this review and you know what? It makes this all
the more satisfying. I enjoyed "Clone Wars". Oh yes, I
naysayed that trailer from the beginning but now that
I've seen the finished product I have done a complete
360 on my opinion and give this flick an enthusiastic
thumbs up.

I have no idea how this fits into the official SW
continuity but honestly, ha ha ha! I don't really care.
Anyone who claims to be a true Star Wars fan should
make it a priority to spend their geek bucks on this
flick. C'mon! Strap in and head into hyperdrive with
your old Jedi pals for some saber swinging, pistol
blasting, Force wielding good times!

There were so many things to like about this movie.
I'm sure Lucas was as happy as Rick James locked in
a Victoria's Secret store to be able to have his vision
completely draped in computer-generated technology.
The scenery is sharp. The battles are dazzling. And
those character designs I balked at in the beginning
actually grew on me pretty quickly.

Any self proclaimed "true fan" who decides to skip this
should turn in their Rebel Alliance badge and see if
the Enterprise will accept them as dishwashers.
My Grade: B+: "Star Wars: The Clone Wars" may be
wrapped in a candy coating but it's got one
sensational chocolate center. Intense battles, narrow
escapes, and a kidnapped Hutt baby that is sooooo
adorable! A highly entertaining and shockingly
captivating SW adventure that everyone will enjoy.
Yes, even our beloved narcoleptic Uncle Remus will
stay awake through the whole thing.

Though many children will flock to this movie
expecting to see a SW more for their age
demographic they are in for a small shock. The plot is
easy to follow (#1 Save Jabba's baby #2 Get control
of the Outer Rim routes #3 Keep Anakin and Ahsoka
from killing each other) but the tone is more dire than
even I expected. It's not the "Star Wars Lite" that I
thought it was gonna be. There were actually some
truly thrilling scenes that had me on the edge of my
seat.

Unless of course you're one of those stickler fanatics
who will go to this movie just to point out everything
that's wrong with it...out loud.... while the movie is
playing. My advice to those honored citizens is to go
to "Mamma Mia" first to learn how to lighten up and
then see "The Clone Wars". The difference will be so
much more enjoyable, trust me.

Gangs all here. Well, the gang from Episode II
anyway. Anakin (Matt Lanter), Obi Wan (James
Arnold Taylor), Mace (Samuel L. Jackson, 'bleep'
yeah!), and Yoda (Tom Kane) from the Jedi order.
Palpatine (Ian Abercrombie) and Padme (Catherine
Taber). Our favorite droid duo C-3PO (Anthony
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Luke Ford is the young adult incarnation of Alex
O'Connell. He does pretty well. Keeps up with Fraser
well enough but, aargh, they looked more like
brothers than father and son. Anyway, Michelle Yeoh
plays the gorgeous and graceful sorceress Zi Juan.
Yeoh is a pro (that was an unintended rhyme, fer
sure) at playing the wise goddess so I imagine this
role was a cakewalk. Jet Li is just so friggin' cool. Of
course I preferred the real deal over his clayified form
especially in the action scenes. Then there's Isabella
Leong who plays Lin, a young maiden that has trained
for the day that the Dragon Emperor might rise so she
can put him down swiftly. Lin reminded me of Sparrow
from "The Forbidden Kingdom"; hard edged and
determined in the beginning but slowly she let's her
walls down and becomes much softer...but not so soft
that she can't slice off your head before you say
"Achoo!”

May The Force be with y'all.... and yo mommas!
The Mummy: Tomb of the Dragon Emporer
Once upon a time there was a ruthless warlord (Jet
Li) that took over all of China and crowned himself
emperor. He called upon the witch Zi Juan (Michelle
Yeoh) to help him find a spell for immortality. Once he
gets his eternal life the emperor double crosses Zi
Juan but the sorceress was all too ready for this
betrayal and reveals that the spell was actually a
curse. The emperor and his army are promptly frozen
in stone. Fast-forward to 1946 where Alex O'Connell
(Luke Ford) unearths the Dragon Emperor and his
army. What he doesn't know is that there are some
folks that want to bring the emperor back to life. Alex,
along with the rest of the O'Connell clan must once
again lay to rest an undead menace before the world
is lost.

There are also two other cast members I gotta note.
There's Anthony Wong (General Yang) who I've seen
in a handful of Hong Kong films such as
"Armageddon" and "House of Fury". There's also
Russell Wong (General Ming) who's been in a bunch
of US flicks and TV shows but I remember him best
as one of the lowlife husbands in "The Joy Luck
Club".

Overall "Mummy 3" is a fun and action packed ride
through Shanghai, The Himalayas, and even ShangriLa. It's basically the same plot: ancient dude is
cursed, cursed dude is revived, O'Connells have
limited time to send magically endowed corpse back
to the Netherealm before Earth falls to darkness and
despair. Even the prologue has hints from Imhotep's
origin such as the part where the emperor declares
that no one can touch Zi Juan for she is his
possession. But one man defies that rule and pays
dearly for it. Sounds familiar, right? If you liked the
other "Mummy" movies this might seem like deja vu
but in a positive way. Believe me.

Okay, I've gushed enough about the cast. Though the
framework of the story is similar to the first movies
Part III has some new stuff to look forward to such as
the O'Connell family matters. It seems Daddy
O'Connell hasn't been the best pop, which has
resulted in a strained bond between him and Alex.
Alex seems to be trying to find a way out of his
father's shadow by constantly proving he can take
care of business all by himself. Oh, and the spark
between Rick and Evie has dwindled since they have
retired from the adventuring business. This new
mummy could be the match that reignites their
passion or the cold breeze of death that snuffs out
both their life-lights for good.

You got Brendan Fraser returning as Rick O'Connell
who I swear has barely aged since the first flick back
in the 90's. Whether he's doing an amusing fly fishing
bit or riding an enchanted stone horse, Fraser is
fabulous (with or without his shirt on, heh heh). Let's
see...who else is back, um, Evie's brother Jonathan
played once again by John Hannah. He still provides
the comic relief but this time around he has a bit more
of a backbone. He's not as squeamish about joining
the action like in the other films. And of course both
Fraser and Hannah are a hoot when they play off
each other.

Also, "Mummy 3" has some really incredible action
sequences. An tussle in the museum, a wild chase
through the streets of Shanghai, a standoff in a
Himalayan shrine (ooh, I wish I could say who the
cavalry is but you will not see it coming and you will
love it.... or you'll hate it and throw your popcorn bag
at the screen), and a fantastic mano-a-mano between
Fraser and Li.

Now for the new breed. First off is Maria Bello filling in
for Rachel Weisz as Mrs. Evelyn "Evie" O'Connell. It
was like Bello was doing half an impersonation of
Weiss’s performance (right down to the voice
inflections) while filling the other half with the gentility
and maturity of a woman now settled back into the
humdrum of manor life. While I miss Rachel I think
Maria did a fine job. The chemistry between Rick and
Evie isn't dead but the cast change does alter it a bit.

Along with the amazing stunt work is The Mummy's
continuing legacy of eye popping digital effects.
Avalanches, undead armies, swirling sand, and the
stone-faced Emperor himself are just some of the
digital marvels awaiting your pupils.
My Grade: B+ While "Mummy 3" doesn't completely
break out of its' own mold there are plenty of new
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characters and new situations for the returning cast
that make "Curse of the Dragon Emperor" worthwhile
viewing. The dip into Chinese mythology is a
refreshing change from the tombs of the pharaohs.
New additions to the crew like Jet Li and Michelle
Yeoh are totally awesome. And don't hate Maria
Bello. She plays a good Evie and does the series
proud. "Mummy 3" is exciting, funny, and will even
keep your narcoleptic grandfather awake.

The Scorpion King 2: Rise of a Warrior - Still
thirsting for more "Mummy" action? Well, Universal
figured that if people missed Rick O'Connell they
would probably like to reunite with the Scorpion King,
too. This straight-to- DVD flick is a prequel for "The
Scorpion King". Well....it certainly looks like the action
will be good. 8/19/08-http://www.the- scorpionking.com/

It Came From The Queue!! Aubrey

Trailer Trash/Aubrey Ward

Borderland - 2007 - DVD
Three wild and crazy guys go to the land between the
US and Mexico for cheap thrills and even cheaper
sex. When one of the gringos is kidnapped by a wilder
and crazier demonic drug dealer cult the other two are
in a panic to find him. When the cops give them the
cold shoulder it's up to the two Americans and their
local friends to go vigilante and seek out the culprits
before their buddy is snuffed.

Harry Potter and the Half Blood Prince - At this
point all they need is some guy to stand in front of the
camera and announce that a new Harry Potter is on
its way. Everyone's buzzing about how much darker it
looks. I guess by the time the final picture rolls around
we'll have to wear night vision goggles to see it, ha ha
ha. 11/28/08 - http://harrypotter. warnerbros. com/
Burn After Reading - I think a group of average joes
find a secret CIA file and blackmail their way into the
action or something like that. Created by The Coen
Brothers. Star studded cast includes Tilda Swinton,
Brad Pitt, George Clooney and Frances McDormand.
9/12/08 - http://www.apple. com/trailers/
focus_features/ burnafterreading /

Another "Film To Die For". Actually, not too shabby.
Honestly, "Borderland" is just another addition to the
"travel horror" genre. Y'know, the movies that take
place in those faraway lands where there is no US
Embassy for miles and the locals love doing really
nasty things to out-of-towners.

Traitor - Don Cheadle stars as an undercover agent
so deep in the game that his own government thinks
he's a menace. His only alibi is his handler, Jeff
Daniels, who seems to be losing confidence in his
agent. I'm so used to Cheadle doing high dramatic
stuff and now he's in an espionage actioner.
Interesting. 8/27/08 - http://www.traitor- themovie.
com/

Akin to the "Hostel" series, this flick shows yet another
group of youngsters who are so stoned on being
away from home and the promise of casual
fornication with foreigners that they discard all those
safety rules they learned in pre-school such as don't
go somewhere without telling anybody and don't get
into a stranger's car. On one side I'm feeling bad for
the kidnapped boy (Rider Strong) but at the same
token I was just shaking my head in contempt. Told
him not to get in the car but nooooo.

Death Race - I know, I already talked about this trailer
but I'm so amazed that this preview is attached to
almost every summer film I've seen in July. I think
they even showed it when I went to see "Step
Brothers". One comment I gotta share is I love that
this fantasy world boasts that the women from their
Big House are all Maxim cover models. I also think
Joan Allen would make a great Emma Frost (X-Men).
8/22/08 - www.deathracemovie. net

But "Borderland" had some really good things going
for it. The first thing is the mysterious cult. It's a nice
slow crawl towards the big reveal of what the cult is
about and what they have planned for the kidnapped
American. The creators of the film did a good job of
capturing that "between worlds" feeling of the town.
There's an ironic scene where the guys spot a
religious relic in the police station. After seeing the
movie it's almost a statement that the police are more
concerned about protecting their souls rather than
protecting the law which might partly explain why they
didn't want to interfere with the kidnapping case.

The Spirit (fuller trailer) - I dunno if this is the official
full trailer of the movie but it definitely shows a lot
more than the teaser did. Though we get to see
Samuel L. Jackson as the villain and some other
scenes the focus is clearly on the women of "The
Spirit". Among the femme fatales are Scarlett
Johansson, Eva Mendes and Paz Vega. Visually, the
style is quite similar to "Sin City". Not a bad thing. But
then I never read the actual comic so I dunno how
fans are gonna react to Frank Miller's interpretation.
Honestly, they had me at the teaser. I'm excited to
see this. 12/25/08-www.mycityscreams. com

Oh and LOTR fans will get a size 9 kick outta seeing
Sean Astin tricked out as a greasy and somewhat
sadistic henchman in the cult. I was like, whoa, is that
"Sam" beating up that woman and sticking a pistol in
her mouth? Whoa, mama!! And Martha Higareda
plays "Valeria", a local bartender who befriends the
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The effects are pretty good. Sometimes, they looked
a little rough especially where the beast is concerned
but overall the gore factor is pretty good.

Americans and proves she is no horror damsel in
distress. "Valeria" continues the growing trend of
strong and independent female horror characters that
DON'T trip over their heels every five minutes.

And that Miss Vaugier is sure on her way to becoming
the next Horror Queen. I've seen her in "Saw 2" and
that forgetful sequel to "House of the Dead" and now
this. What screamer will she appear in next?

The movie gradually rises in pitch, gore and violence
as the story progresses. The closer the boys get to
the truth, the more savage the cult becomes in
protecting their dealings. There's a really brutal scene
right before the climax where one of the boys is
chased around the hotel by a gang of cult members
wielding machetes. Pretty spine-tingling. I also liked
that the director, Zev Berman, was against CG opting
instead for realistic on set makeup and effects. Good
man.

It was also refreshing to see the granddaughter,
Nodin, played by Miss Carmelo. While the sheriff uses
her police training and her gun to handle things Nodin
turns to science and her ancestral legends to gain the
upper hand on the beast. But y'all know me. I love
seeing women take charge instead of tripping over
their heels.

My Grade: B+: Yeah, yeah it's another movie about
stupid tourists getting caught up in ghoulish foreign
affairs. But the creepy cult and unsettling ambiance
should more then make up for the American's
tomfoolery. Try out "Borderland" and enjoy the
intense ride. I mean, finding a decent "Film To Die
For" is like finding a diamond in the desert. Not to be
taken for granted, trust me. Enjoy!

My Grade: B+: I know, I know! An actual Horrorfest
movie that I actually enjoyed! While it didn't scare me
it certainly captivated and thrilled me. Good story,
good gore, good monster, good gosh! It may not be a
film to die for but it is certainly worth making time for.
Lost Boys: The Tribe - 2008 - DVD
Siblings Chris and Nicole (Tad Hilgenbrink, Autumn
Reeser) move to a house near their aunt in Luna Bay
after the death of their parents and the downfall of
Chris' surfing career. While getting to know their new
surroundings Chris meets a young man named Shane
(Angus Sutherland). Shane throws a party and invites
the two newbies to hang out. Shane gives Nicole a
drink of a mysterious beverage which turns out to be
vampire blood. Nicole becomes half vampire and all
she needs to do is feed on a human to become a fully
fledged member of the Undead Gang. Chris enlists
the aid of veteran vampire hunter Edgar Frog (Corey
Feldman) to dispose of the head vampire so Nicole
can return back to normal.

Unearthed - 2007 - DVD
Out in the New Mexico desert, an archeologist (Luke
Goss) discovers an ancient creature. The creature
gets loose and wreaks holy heck on the nearby
townsfolk. The town sheriff (Emmanuelle Vaugier)
strives to lead a small band of survivors out of the
town as they gradually discover the truth behind this
horrifying menace.
Well, shut my mouth and call me a cab! An actual
Films To Die For that made me flatline for about 2
minutes. "Unearthed" is essentially "Feast" with
Native American folklore roots. You got the nigh
indestrucible beast, the town in the middle of
nowhere, and the poor surivors who get plucked too
fast to comprehend what's happening. It's a monster
flick, pure and simple but what a fun flick it is.

"Straight To DVD" doesn't always bode well for a
movie especially if it's a sequel to a theatrical classic.
"The Lost Boys" is full of happy and gory memories.
The haunting soundtrack, the catchy soundbites,
Kiefer, Jami, and Jason in the prime of their youth.
And now we got a sequel. Whoo boy.

The monster plot is supported by the interesting
backstories of the meat, er, townsfolks. The sheriff is
seen as a pariah by most of the people because of an
incident that occurred one fateful evening. This has
caused her to get really depressed and dependent on
alcoholic beverages for emotional support. I mean,
some of her neighbors tell her to her face that they'll
be happy to not vote for her in the upcoming
elections.

"Lost Boys 2" is surprisingly not abyssmal. The
creators played it safe by sticking to the plot of the
first film. Two siblings move to a new beachside town,
get involved with some local youngsters that happen
to be bloodsuckers, one sibling has to save the other
from becoming a full vampire by killing the head
vampire. Yeah, yeah, we've been down this road
before. But some new attractions are erected along
this familiar plot highway.

There's a Native American girl (Tonantzin Carmelo)
who returns back to her grandfather' s (Russell
Means) land to use her horticultural knowledge to
help out his harvest. And there's the mysterious fossil
digger and his reasons for setting that creature back
into the realm of the living.

The first obvious difference is that instead of two
brothers the siblings are a bro and sis team. Chris is
the older brother trying to be the overprotective dad
while Nicole is the younger sister who wishes that bro
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would back off and let her breathe. Chris has an
interesting backstory involving a strong surfing career
gone tragic. Notice the awkward moment where Chris
goes to a local surf shop to ask the starstruck clerk for
a job. Chris also has to make a major decision to save
his sister's life. Something not seen in the first movie
and something that takes the second installment to a
new level.
The new Lost Boys are almost a carbon copy of the
original crew. All of the minions are pretty much wild
boys who are living their immortlity to the full. But the
new head vamp, Shane, is a bit more reserved and
mature than his younger brethren. And yes, the
"Sutherland" name is not a coincidence. Angus is
Kiefer's younger brother. How's that for continuity?
Corey Feldman gets plenty of screen time since the
other Frog brother perished a long time ago. With
Edgar being a solo act he gets to deliver all the witty
vampire punchlines. I actually enjoyed Feldman as
the ornery tough guy slayer. Sort of a cross between
Dirty Harry and Charlie Sheen. Interesting.
Um, the gore is okay. An acceptable amount of blood
and gore is evident in the flick.
I guess the creators were going for a lighter, dark
comedy feel. There's the memorable scene where
Nicole upon realizing that she's on the road to
Fangsville laments that she doesn't want to be a
vampire because she's a vegetarian. I guess the crew
was like "Yeah, we're doing this sequel and even if it
sucks we're gonna have fun regardless".
So where's Corey Haim? Well, most of y'all know
there was a lot of bruhaha over The Coreys making a
comeback in this production. While Feldman made
out like a bandit Haim ended up in the Deleted
Scenes section. If all works out, the plotline
suggested in the alternate ending could bring the
former teen heartthrobs back together to unite against
more vampire scum.
Oh and the remake of the remake of "Cry Little Sister"
is nice but I prefer the original. Yes, even I can be a
purist at times.
My Grade: C+: It's a well done, safe sequel. Though
there are some differences here and there the overall
structure is identical to the first "Lost Boys" movie.
Though the mold isn't broken much you can look
forward to some nifty suprises. The biggest shocker
has got to be that Corey Feldman actually looks cool
in this movie. Color me astonished. Overall, a good
afternoon rental.
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Upcoming Conventions
New York Anime Festival 2008 - http://www.nyanimefestival.com/en-us/index.cfm
SEPT 26-28 – JACOB JAVITS CENTER
Friday - 12 PM to 10 PM
Saturday - 10 AM to 10 PM
Sunday - 10 AM to 4 PM

Saturdays, Sundays & Labor Day Monday
31st Anniversary!
August 2 through September 21, 2008
10:00 AM - 7:00 PM
$16.75 Adults (age 13+) and $7.50 Children (ages 5-12)!
Children under 5 are Always Free.
www.renfair.com for details and directions.
Baltimore Convention Center
Baltimore, MD, USA - 10th, 2008
Baltimore Convention Center
Baltimore, MD, USA gust 8th - 10th, 2008
Baltimore Convention Center
Baltimore, MD, USA
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